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I

have

lately

met with, that seems at all in line with the old theology
is in a book of Elisha Mulford, " The Republic of God."
I say " in line with the old theology, " but far bevond
and above its interpretation of religious dogma and docconfession of

author's

it

some inner transcendental

meaning.

ual

meaning:

does not seem to

from that of the evangelical churches,

differ materially

but he gives

faith

Indeed,

it is

or highly spirit-

not always easy to get at his

he speaks

at times

from us by a screen

as

veiled, or as if hidden

if

The

like the oracles of old.

Mulford was very hard of hearing, seems

fact that

to be implied

in his writings.

There

often

is

an obscurity, a vagueness, a far-away

dreaminess and irrelevancy, that

is

like the

This view of them, which

monologue of

external

the view of the prevailing

the poet

no more

" there

that

than there

hell

therefore

This

limitations.

says,

man

and

us;

to

chance and to

is

subject

to

with what
is
no more heaven and
now"; and with what
agrees

must have felt, that man
can be no nearer God, and
all
divine
things,
than he is here and now. Christ announced that the
kingdom of heaven is at hand; and that he was the resurrection and the life.
The eternal life, is to live in the
eternal order, as Arnold puts it, and eternal death is to
every

of

science

To pass from the
from the life of the flesh, to
The punishment of sin is eternal,

live in contradiction of that order.

the

in the sense that

Thus, when speaking of the Redemption of the World, and affirming that the death of Christ
did not take away the wrath of God against sin, he says:
" it were woe if the wrath of God was averted from sin.
It were woe to men and nations if there were no judgment, in which the consequences of evil courses were
manifested," he speaks to the universal reason and conscience; but when he follows with the statement that:
" The Christ redeems the world from sin and from the

changes

not.

doom,

is

to set a definite

and to

its

unintelligible.

is

theology, inherited from paganism, makes these things

generally preluded by, and rounded up with, that which

one

to the other,

to pass

of the spirit.

life

human

is

the principle violated

is

eternal,

and

" But to identify this with an irrevocable
limit to the divine redemption,

perfect realization.

It

brings a section of the

race into an ultimate condition of fate, and not

The

of freedom.

spiritual

law

is

eternal, but not the ne-

cessary continuance in sin of one child of earth and
time. "
The eternal life, therefore, is the right life, or

righteousness; and the eternal death
or

sin.

The

reconciliation of the

is

the

wrong

life

world with God

is

he speaks only to some theologi-

not the reconciliation of opposite forces, because this

conception or conviction that has no relation to the

would imply a dualism, as in the current theology;
but Mulford denies all dualism: "it is not the reconciliation of the hoi)- and the profane, the wicked and the
righteous, the forces which are of the world, and the
forces which are of God,
it is the reconciliation of the
world unto God. The finite is transmuted into the in-

consequences of
cal

cts.

and the resurrection, and the eternal
condemnation are here, and are not remote events or
conditions, adjourned to some other sphere or time.

one talking to himself and not hearing his own words.
But there are many intelligible passages, though these are
is
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the judgment,

very

trines.
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If I apprehend him rightly, he teaches that the
kingdom of heaven, that the spiritual or eternal life,
is
here and now, within reach of every man; that

KY JOHN BURROUGHS.

most advanced religious thought

I

ings.

RELIGION.

The

10, 1887.

Basis.

rest of

sin-"

our knowledge, and that only a few

men

possess.

Mulford's book, as a whole, seems to be a consideration, or celebration of the ethical

tory, as

opposed

process of

internal or spiritual;

and therefore

conceives to

The

transient.

be the

sentence in

the

hisis

is

external and

In other words,

what he

inwardness of Christianity.

true

teachings of Christ, which has

been a stumbling block

which had

and

which

and which therefore knows neither

time nor place, as opposed to that which
limited,

life

to the physical process, of that

to the old external

religions,

upon some distant and
" the kingdom of heaven is

their attention fixed

future good, namely, that

within you" seems to be the central thought of his teach-

—

finite,

the earthly

kingdom

lifted

is

unto the

heavenly."

heaven, Mulford teaches,

of

is

The

the assertion

and the recognition of the presence of spiritual forces.
kingdom has come, and it may be always com-

" This

ing;

it is

in the realization

of humanity.
cant dream;

It

it is

has

of righteousness in the

come and

it

always coming, and

striven for, with the

is,

life

therefore, no va-

it is therefore to be
energy and the endeavor of men."
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Mulford points out, how the pagan conception of heavsome blessed abode far away, and inaccessible,
still prevails and moulds and colors our religious thought.
" The heavens are still far above us, above this spot
which men call earth, and are carried on and away before us; they are still an Elysian view; the happy fields
are located in the future, and the religious imagination
invests them with images of delight; they are held as
some enchantment, to body forth some ecstatic dream.
The infinite spiritual depths and heights, are not real for
This pagan conception avoids the words
humanity.
Behold the Kingdom of God is
of the Christ,
•within von. It says that it is not within you!" Accorden, as of

.

.

.

ing to his view "
unreality while

The

of that

which the eye had

and

had entered into the heart of

it

The forms and

was an

representation of heaven,

was invested with the

still "it

attractions

seen, and the ear had heard;

man

to conceive."

conceptions of ancient religions, still de" They rule us from their buried

termine our thought.

The gods

urns.

whether

of those imaginative forms,

coming

of Christ

coming may be

doom

and hourly event

a daily

is

Now

gress of humanity.

in the

is

in the

pro-

the day of salvation. "

The

away

passing

which

of that

some inhuman system, as that
which has bound up with destruction the
in the

of

family and the nation " as in our late war,

come

did indeed

besom of

the

Man

is

duty

of slavery,
life

of the

when

Christ

and with

as in the clouds of heaven,

The coming

"

destruction.

thus always at hand

is

it

;

Son

of the

man

pagan, and

prevalence in the religious thought of our

its

day, only shows
ing of

Christ

how

we

paganish

brave religious soul that rebukes the

world and awakens a higher
always come and

sin

fine

from the foundations of the world.

He

He

the spirit of

is

grave

and images

tially

Thus
pagan;

a .Siva; he

is

control us; they do but slowly

still

the popular conception of

God

essen-

is

"He becomes
pacified

himself a Baal, a Moloch, or
by the suffering and death of his

children; his presence

is

temple; his appearing

in a

is

through the doors of a shrine; his revelation is the sacred
books; his coming again is an event of historical circum-

Our conception of the judgment, also, as
court or tribunal where man shall be judged
is

pagan, and has no warrant

in

a

high

as in an

the teach-

"The judgment of the world
continuous." "The Christ says this

ings of the Christ.

constant;

it is

the judgment, that light has come into the world,

men loved darkness rather than
deeds were

evil. "

cometh and now
and

it

" This
is,

but

it

is

is

in the

By removing

this

not limited to the present,

judgment

afar off to

men grow indifferent to
which time may bring evasions. "

some
it.

distant

" It

is

an

But when
this judgment is apprehended in its real and spiritual
import, as near and at the very door, as the judgment
of truth, then the conscience cannot be set at rest by
theories or dreams, nor by the undefined anticipations
of evasion or delay. " At the same time, this view is
for humanity only in its higher developments; judgment as the present and persistent voice of truth and
conscience, " the still small voice, " can have little terror
for the mass of mankind.
Something more drastic is
needed and this is supplied by the " law of reversals and
reprisals " of the old theology.
In the same way, the

event for

"

declaring that

The

sway

religion

not a

is

it

were

old religions

superstitions,

" has given the

"

It

but

though
is

we

to

and have,

at times,

evil.

Relig-

some of the

noblest,

some of the darkest pages

to

revelation.

a

of

history."

has been the ally of rapine, the defense of crime,

But Christianity is not
have pertained to

the cry of war."

it

motive

world, and

in the

appeared as a thing of good and again of

and again

does not detach the future from the present."

time and place,

taking Christianity out of the systems of religion that

is

hour that

to the

or less dominated

ion

and

there can

doubt that the disciples of Christ were

more

some

rid of

Still,

by the pagan conception ot
the second coming of their Master in their own day, in
an external, visible form, and in great power and
glory, as a king or conquering hero comes.
Mulford also gets over some grave difficulties by
last,

is

light, because their

judgment

little

New Testament.

have, at different times, borne

stance in the formal process of history."

earthly court,

be

view of the matter, Mulford gets

this

difficulties in the

has

and was, indeed

are sought no longer by men, but the religious concep-

By

and

and folly of the

ideal within us.

always coming,

is

The com-

are.

still

appearance of every

in the

is

truth and of righteousness in every age and clime.

fade. "

to

some remote date, some distant season, in which one shall
come in the guise of a king, in certain external relations,
to judge and rule the earth."
Such a conception is

dark and cruel, or light and beautiful with the changing
forms of life, have vanished, and the temples and shrines
tions

of

motive to

a constant

does not adjourn the thoughts of

It

old;

is

a religion,

things

these

all

consider

not safe to

should then be obliged to " admit that

Why

it.

merely a religion

it

is

this:

was relative, and might be at some date displaced by some form
of religion yet more worthy of better adaptation," as
it

As soon as we admit Chrisone of the many forms of the religions of
the world, one step in the religious history of mankind,
we place it among things that are perishable and temother religions have been.
tianity to be

porary.

The

natural philosopher

Mulford attempts
ly.

to take

it

may

so regard

it,

but

out of this category entire-

"It cannot be brought within the scope or province

of any definition of religion that has a justification in
history.

It

is

not the product of any distinctive

gious progress;

or,

further,

system of speculation, nor
thought."

"

It is

it

in

has not

its

reli-

origin in any

the reflective

order of

not within the process of the history

!
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of religions.

It

not to he brought as one stage into

is

the development, or as one subject in the comparative

study of religions.

not related to them as one

It is

journey
or

To

nor to go on pilgrimages to distant shrines

far,

enter the doors of a temple."

cities to

in-

54.1

the spirit

universal." " If

better form of our present

phy
to

it

not clear in

it is

will

still

be assumed that

maintain

its

claim to hold

canons, to determine

its

strictly a religion,

it is

For

relation to philosophy.

its

its

philoso-

in subjection

it

position

relation to

in

the continuous progress of speculative thought, and will

seek for a real and substantial truth

still

The Old Testament

"

not primarily the record of

is

life,

the eternal

It

our

lives, these

teachings

we

infinite

"The

here and now."
as

and

eternal

intent

treasures in heaven as they are

presence dwelling

in the

the savings bank, and there

New

writings of the

Testament,

and the

It

is

writings the very

The

religion, for

the revelation of the Christ in

and eternal

infinite

a

of man.

life

word religion does

man

In these

ing which he gives

is

who

of those

and suffer

act

in the

of humanity.
It is of the gentle, of those who
mourn, of those who suffer persecution for righteousness,
of those who hunger after righteousness." " The Christ
had at no time an identity, even the most remote, with
any of the great sects or societies which represented and
embraced the distinctive religious life of his age.
He
had no connection with the Scribe, or the Saducee, or the
life

The

Pharisee."

strongest contrast

The

acter of the Pharisee.

was seen

mere pretense; he was the type of strictly
but one who cared more for religion than

man

like the typical religious

in the char-

Pharisee was not a

of our

man

religious

of

man,

for humanity,

own

The

day.

came
eating and drinking, he went among men, he was a
Christ did not appear as a priest or an ascetic, he

man

"

of the world.

him by the

brought

reproach

and

religious sects

eats -uith publicans

publicans

The

societies of his

and sinners ; behold

To

and sinners?

against

age was, he

man

for the

investment

it

;

the thing for

is

harlots shall enter into the

distinctly strike this note, "

kingdom

and the

publicans

heaven

of

before

not find
is

much

book

a

those
really

satisfaction in "

for persons

it,

the revelation of the divine in humanity, the oneness of
" the

life

that

of the spirit but the life that

is

is

here and

infinite,

now

the

in the life

life

that

is

Christ destroyed the temple; he was the
avowed enemy of religion as a form.
"The worship
henceforth was to be that in which none need to
eternal."

of

up

of the

to the

good

is

do.

to

masses

your ways or you

This

in

spirit

It is a

man

prudent

up

will

the pagan note,

who

share

The Republic

it

will

of God."

It

and imagination, for

feeling

who are already living the life of the spirit, who
know the kingdom of heaven is within.

There

is

much

not

in

Dr. Mulford's teachings that

The

runs counter to the rest of our knowledge.

excep-

which he views the person and character
of Jesus, and their relation to mankind, may seem

tional light in

and not in keeping with the rest of his
Also his conception of God as a person, but
exempt from the limitations of time and space, omnipotent and omniscient, is a hard saying to a logical mind.
But for the rest, there is not much in the way.
unscientific

views.

Has not our

eternal wavs, that the heavens are no

ways are the
more yonder than

here, that this earth

sky with the

that

a star in the

is

rest;

and truth, and goodness are not exter-

beauty,

nalities,

science taught us that these

but qualities of the

spirit,

that the things that are

seen are temporal, but that the things that are not seen
are eternal

?

PERSONA.
BY PROF.

F.

MAX MILLER.

Part

But while
sense of the

in

these

II.

cases persona

mask worn, we

find

it

is

used

in others

in the

expressing

the real character represented by the actor on the stage.

Christianity, then, in this latest interpretation of

man with God,

Mend

miss a good time to-morrow."

the friend of

you."

is

like

the stickler for religious

" the

said,

a

most of the religious appeals

Indeed,

Sabbath," and to the chief priests of the

he

much

as

is

of worldliness in the one case as in the other.

forms he said " the Sabbath was made for man, and not
religion of his times

seem

mass of men,

laying them

in

the heathenism of religion, and those

not appear."

no cultus of worship and
prescribes no system of dogma.
There is no suggestion
of form of worship or formula of doctrine.
The blessChrist institutes

will

the

are as careful and diligent in laying

is

nor the institution, nor the revelation of

"

and

it,

pass again to their contents, have not a religion,

their subject.

To

religious concerns are but another field for the exercise

number one; they

upon the

Mulford

of

of their worldliness, their prudence in looking out for

mation and without denial

regard to

expect

another and

but

concrete life, far removed
from this and to be reached through the valley and the
shadow, who cannot conceive of God as here and now,
and immortality as here and now in the right conduct ot

averts the attention from a further world, without affirin

he

to

life,

mocking them with shadows.

system or science of religion." "

a religion, or of a

who

people without imagination or vision,

dividual form to another, nor as the individual to the

When we now

read of

Dramatis Personam,

we no

longer think of masks, but of the real characters ap-

pearing in a play.

mask

After

all,

an actor, wearing the

was for the time being a king, and
thus persona came to mean the very opposite of
mask, namely a man's real nature and character. Thus
of a king,

Cicero, for instance, writes to Caesar that his nature

—

—
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and person, or what would now be called his character,
might fit him for a certain work: Et ad earn rationem
existimabam satis aptam esse et nataram ct personam meant, characterem dicere hodie solemits.
Nay, what is still more curious, persona slowly
assumes the meaning of a great personage, or of a
person of rank, and, in the end, of rank itself, as when
Cicero (de Fin. I. 2) says:
Genus hoc scribendi, etsi
sit elegans, persona tamen et dignitatis esse negant,
'Though this kind of writing be elegant, they deny that
it is weighty and dignified.'
This sense of persona prevailed during the Middle
Ages, and continues, as we shall see, to the present day.
man magnae persona means in medireval Latin
.

.

.

A
a

man

We

of great dignity.

read of viri nobiles et per-

sonalis also of mercatores personati,

of

eminent and respected.

always

in the sense

In ecclesiastical language

those

who

held a living

mitted the actual cure of

maxime

qui beneficia

ii

deserviri curant

;

Lastly persona

who

churches

be

by

served

let

others.'

came

We read

an individual.

we

the

saw, the

persona, as opposed

mean what we

to

who were

taken on

treat

curious,

is

masculine continues even

modern French, where, under

may

person,

the persons

all

and what

either side;

use of persona as a

this

call a

in mediaeval writers of universi

persotiae qui capti sunt utraque parte,

certain circumstances,

in

we

pcrsonnc as a masculine.

But even here the biography of persona is by no
means ended.
At one time the fate of Christianity
vpnaurrnv

it

'Persons are chiefly those

benefices and

their

historical origin of the ecclesiastical

seemed

general, but

be

be said to

church, but this was not, as

his

to vicarius.

Personatus

in

may

no doubt, the parson

sense,

persona of

was used of
or several livings, but comsouls to a vicar.
Personae
sen ecclcsiac per vicarios

persona soon took a technical meaning.

meant not only dignitas

where persona may be really translated by right.
This is still more clearly seen in such phrases as habere
potestatem et personam emendi et vendendi, to possess
the power and right of buying and selling.
In this

to

depend on the right meaning of the word
Without entering here into all

or persona.

the theological controversy,

the intricacies of

we

can

nothing was more natural to a Christian
spoke and thought in Greek than to apply to the

easily see that

who

manifestations

three

prosopa, or masks.

of

Godhead

the

the

name

of

In doing this the earlier writers

so-called personae held very high rank, Habctit
dignitatem cum prerogativa in chore et capitulo.
Canonicus, we read in a charter (anno 1227, torn. 2,

were quite conscious of the metaphorical meaning of the
word.
Thus, in the third century Clement (Pro-

Hist. Eccl. Mell. p. 120), uon habebit in

the

These

A

choro nostros

staulum in ordine persouarum, sed habebit prinium
staulum in ordine sacerdotum ; 'A canon shall not have

row of the personae, but shall
have the first stall in the row of the priests.' No doubt,
this led to many abuses.
We read of a nepos, a word
of peculiar meaning, which still lives in our own word
in

our choir a

who

nepotism,

adeptus

stall in

the

turpi commercio in diversis ecclcsiis

personatus, 'who by dishonourable means

est

As

has obtained personatus in different churches.'
as 1222, in a council held at

be discussed, utrum
debeat

early

Oxford, the question had

vicarius oncra

ecclesiac

an persona, 'whether a vicar should

duties of the church or a persona!

1

From

fulfil

this

to

subirc
the

persona

comes, no doubt, the modern name of parson, and

110, S6

trepticus, x.

P.) speaks of Christ as

assuming

human mask (to avQpiimv -poeu-tlov ) and acting the
drama of human salvation (™ aoriipior 6pa/m -y? ai'dpimourrot:

A

i-tHpirt-o).

very

Toirrr

uftefKputr

ir/iMiaaaBat

of

n

(313,

VTroKpiv6fi£VO£

to

ftphpa

rov

is

found

in

where we read

S.),

fliov

nxf-p

av 6

fiebc

'Blamelessly acting whatever drama

-apnoxn:

God

life

expression

similar
vii.

Clement's Stromata,

gave

him

to

It

act.'

would

have

been impossible to find a better metaphor for what
these early

Christian philosophers wished to express,

namely that the substance of the Godhead was one,
but that

it

had

aspects, or, as

the Son, and the

would have

manifested

itself

to

us

under three

were, under three masks, the Father,

it

Holy Ghost.

This form of thought

satisfied the simplest

peasant and the most

Blackstone, as a lawer, was evidently thinking of
another technical meaning which persona had assumed
from a very early time.
Omnc Jus, we read in Paul.

were content
But the
Eastern and Western Churches spoke two different
languages, and the Greek word prosopou always
differed somewhat from the Latin word persona, by
which it was translated. J^rosopon retained more or
less the meaning of the mask, persona added to it the
meaning of the wearer ot the mask. Persona connoted
what stood behind the mask, the hypostasis; prosopon

Dig.

did not always.

strange that so learned a

have
is

known

this.

man

as Blackstone

For though he knows

it is

should not
that

parson

derived from persona, he thinks that he was called so

because the church, which

is

an

invisible

body, was

represented by his person.

lib.

5, leg. 1, quo utimur vel ad pcrsonas
ad res, vel ad actioncs. Anybody who
was in legal language a person, and slaves

i,

lit.

hair-spliting philosopher, so long as they

Hence

pcrtinet, vel

had rights
were said

to have no person by law; nam servi personam legibus non habent (apud Senat. lib. 6, Epist. 8),

through the glass of metaphor darkly.

to see

770/'

too

or

much

there

the

mask.

Greek

ecclesiastics

They thought

it

the opinion of Sabellius,

was one

were afraid of -zpoaumight seem to favor

who

maintained that

imooTaac, substance, in the Godhead, and
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Son and Holy Ghost were but

Father,

that

or

jrp6aw-u,

names,

bvdfia-a,

three

hipysuu, manifestations.

or

But tliev were equally afraid that if Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost were represented as too distinct from each
other, there was danger of Arianism, and that instead
They
of three irpdouTra they would have three oveltu.
therefore took refuge in saying that there was in the

Godhead one

ovaia,

three

essence, but

sub-

tmoariactc,

545

which exists really and is one nature only, therewhosoever says that there are three, namely three
substances, i. e. ovaiai, dares really, under the cloak of
sons,

fore

piety, to assert that there are three natures.

please, hear

.

.

.

no more of three hypostases, hut

Let

us,

let

us

retain the one."

In spite of these remonstrances, however, St.

had to

He

yield.

had

to

use the

new word

Jerome
viroaraait

whether he could connect

between oivia,
essentia, and imoaraaig, substantia, was not one sanctioned by philosophers at large, and even the earlier
Christian writers had used ovaia and vTrdar&ci; as synonymous. Those therefore who laid the greater stress on

substantia, instead of persona,

the unity of the Godhead

what they meant by the three manifestations of the
Godhead. But when that metaphor was dropt, and
people were asked to predicate three Inrooraaeig or sub-

Unfortunately

stances.

admission of three

was

It

remonstrated against the

which, in spite of all decseemed to them the same as

Inrdoraoeis

larations to the contrary,

maim.

distinction

the

very well to say, as Basilius did, that

all

from viroaraatg, substance, as the
from the singular, as for instance 'animal'
from this man.' This did not satisfy either the

essence, differed

i,voia,

general
differs

'

conscience of

philosophical or the theological

more

thinkers,

particularly of those

who had

themselves to the use of the word persona

honest

accustomed

which

to his

"Which
What new

uttered this?

taught

by

stood

subsisting

it?

persons.

we mean,

I

Paul,

ask,

they

We
are

not

stances of one

or essence, they could

ovaia

some kind

either drifting into

all meaning, f
here the biography of persona

words devoid of

Even
cluded.

Still

of

the

of

under-

They answer,

Three

we

hold

satisfied

that

what

with

own

Our

age.

forefathers delighted in

fathoming, as they thought, the true nature of the GodThere was no divine abyss into which they
head.
hesitated to plunge,

no mystery into which they thought

and immortality, are represented

as three subsisting

him be anathema.
the (new) words, we are

personae,

let

But because we do not learn
judged heretical. Surely, if any one

who

(substance) says that there

tasis for ovaia

in the three personae,

he

is

takes hypos-

is

not one
Christ.

a stranger to

you

ovaia
.

.

.

not be

and
you command it, let
there be a new confession after that of Nicaea, and let
us orthodox Christians declare our faith in similar words
with the Arians! The whole school of secular knowlDecide,

I

adjure you,

if

afraid to say three hypostases.

like,

I

shall

If

is

are per-

being, our

life

as

And if not, what remains
female, wise or foolish?
when all these distinctions vanish? Is there a higher
From
Ego of which our human ego is but the shadow
most philosophers we get but uncertain and evasive
?

answers

to these questions,

and perhaps even here, in

the darkest passages of psychological and metaphysical

God which exists truly .... God alone who is eternal,
that is, who has no beginning, has really the name of
And because that nature alone is persubstance.

that

knowledge

of language

may prove our

best guide.

Let us remember that persona had two meanings,
came
it meant originally a mask, but that it soon
Vallarsi's edition of

St.

Jerome, in Mipne's

'

Patrologia Latina,' vol. xxii.,

Epist. xv. 23.

.

fSee Hagenbach, Lehrbueh Uer Dogmengeschi hte
'

fect,

We

are personal beings.

depending on our
But if we ask what this personality means,
personality.
and why we are called personae, the answers are very
ambiguous. Does our personality consist in our being
English or German, in our being young or old, male or

inquiry, a true

.

we

that

sons, responsible persons, and our very

edge recognises hypostasis as nothing else but ovaia
And will any one, I ask, proclaim with his sacrilegious
mouth three substances? There is one only nature of

.

not yet con-

they continue to agitate the minds of the most serious

not confess the three hypostases as three enhypostata,

insist

We

is,

is

greater issues sprang from that word, and

beings

that

hardly help

of Arianism, or using

on our using the very word,
because some kind of poison is supposed to be hidden in
cry out that if any one does
the very syllables.
they

Christian Fathers

We have grown somewhat wiser, perhaps more reverent.
But our philosophers have thrown themselves with all
the greater zest upon a new problem, namely the exAnd here
ploration of the mystery of human nature.
also the only diving apparatus which was at hand for
their hazardous enterprise was language, and again the
We
old word persona had to be put under requisition.
are told that what distinguishes us from all other living

can

that

The

meaning

be

answer

or not.

formula, tres

the

teacher

or

What

it

they could not throw the plummet of their language.

apostle," he says, "has ever

hypostases':

those

But

faith.

new

mind conveyed

three substances.

Gentiles,

speak of tres personae,

revolted against the

his conscience

hypostases,

to

new meaning with

ought to have been most grateful for finding in their
language such a word and such a metaphor as irp6mmov
or persona, which could be honestlv applied to express

thinkers of our

in Latin.

There is a most touching letter of St. Jerome's to
Pope Damasus*. He had been a follower of Origen,
and though he brought himself

a

and there subsists but one Godhead

in

three per-

1S7-221.

'

(Leipzig, 1S67), pp.

"

:
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be used as the name of the wearer of the mask.
Knowing how many ambiguities of thought arose
from this, we have a right to ask: Does our personality
consist in the persona we are wearing, in our body, our

to

language and our reason, our thoughts, or

senses, our

lie somewhere else
It may
we so forget ourselves, our true Self, as
to imagine that we are Romeo and Juliet, King Lear,
or Prince Hamlet.
Nor can we doubt that we are
responsible each for his own dramatis persona, that we

does our true personality

be that

?

times

at

are hissed or applauded, punished or rewarded, accord-

ing

as

we

act

the part allotted

us in this earthly

to

But the time comes when we
awake, when we feel that not only our flesh and our
blood, but all that we have been able to feel, to think
and to say, was outside our true self; that we were
witnesses, not actors; and that before we can go home,
we must take off our masks, standing like strangers on a
strange stage, and wondering how for so long a time
drama, badly or well.

we

did not perceive even within ourselves the simple

distinction

between persona and persona, between the

mask and the wearer.
There is a Sankrit verse which an Indian
mine, a famous Minister of State, sent

from the world

to

spend

No

deho

contemplation

mano

no

atiiapala///

naiva

my window,

near

a

vista of a forked tree

shadowy head slowly rose against
I was rubbing my eyes to look
Come! It was low, but I knew it r

the brightness; even as

again a voice said

and softly made

He

—

my way

my

out to meet

had descended from the

tree,

and

Chimpanzee.

now whispered

words that troubled me. Our more recent interviews
must have been partly overheard by the priests; these
could not, of course, comprehend our talk, but the bare
idea of an intelligent god filled them with alarm. " The
step from deity to demon is easily taken," said my friend,
" and I have probably taken it in ceasing to be dumb.
After you left me I saw a priest slip out from behind a
For the rest
wall near us, his face ghastly with alarm.
of the day I was watched. It became certain to me that
you would be forbidden entrance again, but I was
anxious to communicate with you, it is pretty surely
for the last time,
so I climbed out and came to vour
window. Hist !"

—

—

"

I

heard nothing."

"

I

am

We

Let us go to the Deer Forest."
suburb to which English residence*
night.
Passing through some silent

fearsome.

were

in that

bring quietude

at

we

not yet flared on by the rising moon,

noise-

sped out of the city and reached the lonely road

lessly

Deer

leading to the ancient pile which consecrates the

btiddhi/;,

Piano naivaham asmity akhila^arfam idaw vastiu^ata/« kathaw

syam
Naha/w kdme

gazed on the moonrise, through

streets,

ksharam

nendrivfi/n

I

retiring

of the highest problems:

As

ering that slumberous stream with golden glamour.

friend of

me when

his last years in

splendor of a great moonrise shone on the Ganges, cov-

na daran gr/hasutastyanakshetravittadi duram,

S.lkshi /i'itpratygfitmfi nikhilanagadadhish///3nabhuta// sivoham.
I am not this body, not the senses, nor this perishable, fickle
mind, not even the understanding; I am not indeed this breath;
how should I be this entirely dull matter? I do not desire, no,
'

not a wife, far less houses, sons, friends, land and wealth.
the witness only, the perceiving inner

whole world, and

I

am

the support of the

self,

Forest,

where Buddha opened

to the Buddhist, as to the Christian that

gaged

in repairing the ruin;

tect a note of introduction

we now

feel free to

do

we were

I

had taken

some days

so,"

he

followed.

said, " for

into an English precinct."

MONCURE

D.

CONWAY.

Mount where

that archi-

to

when

before, and,

we should
saw that my friend

reached the place, proposed that

suspected that

CHATS WITH A CHIMPANZEE.

— spot sacred

"the Sermon" was delivered.
Near the mysterious
old tower was a tent put up by an English architect en-

enter the tent for conversation, for

blessed.'

BY'

his mission,

We

I

"Let

us enter,

if

you

no Hindu will venture
were soon comfortably

Late in the soft night I sat at my window in Benares
looking up to the constellations, and on the domes and
towers with which earth answered the constellations.

which bore witness to Europe's homage
to the " Light of Asia" (it is only Buddhist temples
which England repairs and cherishes), and my friend
spread before him some inscribed palm-leaves.
"I promised to repeat to you a discourse by Buddha,"

Benares never sleeps; equally,

he

Part

I'llI,

and

pilgrims round their camp-fires

seated in the tent

last.

never awakens; the

it

come nearer

to reality in

said, "

and

it is

to fulfill the

promise that

I

have

dis-

regarded the danger surrounding me."

—

am

am

dreams than their day mares, shall I say?
But through the night the Holy City is restless, the
phantasmal figures moving in the distance seemed like

learn the discourse.

children

repose;

grateful

sigh of

Nay, do not thank me too much; for I have conalso the race to which you belong; I have
weighed the probable danger to myself against the
probable benefit to many, which your knowledge of this
But no time must be lost in
discourse may convey.

their night

and the

left

out of doors,

warm wind

the earth, saying:

heart bleeds

ignorance,
petition

I

in

"

lost,

unable to find

the holy-figs

My

was

poor children,

as the
I

love you,

my

for you, but, prisoned in my zenana of
cannot help you, and must leave you to

some more fortunate world

to

adopt you."

The

"

I

sorry you

than that any
"

sidered

—

have done

so,

eager as

I

to

Nothing could grieve me more

harm should

befall you,

and

I

am

very-

THE OPEN COURT.
what is pretty surely our
anything of Ambapali ?"

"The
The

"

same.

The

ago by

you know

ed by
of her

it."

me

ancient tale in the Suttas impressed

correspondence with one

its

years

the legend of

in

whose feet a courtezan, called the Magdalen,
My remembrance is that Buddha, now a Lord

Jesus, at
sat.

honored bv the great, when travelling with friends
toward Benares, came to a mango-grove, at centre of

which was a beautiful mansion, whose occupants were
The owner of the abode and the mango-grove,
was a courtezan known as Ambapali, the mango
girl.'
She, hearing that the Lord was discoursing in
absent.

'

her grove, journeyed in her chariot
listened to his teachings.

the place, and

to

When Buddha was

silent

she

approached, and, her name and vocation being known,
asked him

he with his disciples would eat food

if

house the next day.

When

it

was known

in

her

Lord had accepted the courtezan's invitation, the Princes of that country came to her and said,
Yield to us the honor of giving this feast to the Lord
for a hundred thousand pieces of gold.'
Ambapali reShould you offer the whole land of Vesali, I
plied,
would not give up the honor of presenting this feast to
'

'

Lord.'

'

The mango-girl

On

has outdone

us,'

said the

Buddha with his
had prepared, sweet rice
and cakes, Ambapali entered and taking a low stool sat
Princes.

disciples

the following day, after

had eaten the

feast she

the teacher's side, and listened to his discourse.
But a
few sentences of the discourse are given in the Sutta, but
I remember that in them was no reproof of the mangoat

girl,
is

nor even a distant allusion to her

beautiful
a

home

of

life.

It

however, that

for his brotherhood.".

" Fairly remembered," said
did not travel

came

mode

Ambapali presented her
abode and the mango-grove to the teacher as

recorded,

to

my

friend.

"

But Buddha

the mango-grove with disciples; he

Ambapali was descended from the perwhich 1 have spoken; in her survived their

alone.'

fect race of

beauty and genius.

This lady, while the favorite of

princes, used the wealth so obtained in collecting in her

neighborhood the scattered remnants of the grand
in

whom some

hoping

to

form again the

of that race.

bore

evil

race,

strain of their original dignity survived,

Her

social

germ for the

re-evolution

abode, which, in the outside world,

fame, was, in reality, consecrated by councils

devoted to the development of a higher race.
these, ancestors of

us

now worshiped

in the

It

was

Monkey

Temple, that Buddha found in the mango-grove, where
he had paused for rest on his weary foot-journey through
Vesali to Benares.
Some others were present at the
discourse you have read in the Sutta; but when these
were gone Ambapali secured a more intimate interview

my

I

now

it

is

this,

not to be

entrust to you, as record-

ancestor there present."

BUDDHA, AMBAPALI, AND THE SORROWFUL ONES.
Avibapali.
Lord! thou art brave and gracious to
enter the abode and cat the rice and salt of a courtezan.
Buddha. Lady, I am not thy judge. From those
who come to me I turn not away. I do not condemn
thee.
If any one move in a way of error,
I say not
thine is such
the penalty is always tenfold their desert,
and I would take from rather than add to it.
Ambapdli. I do not justify, neither do I condemn
myself.
I love man, though unwilling to be thrall ox
any the sacramental licentiousness spawning pauperism,
the priestly cant consecrating such abominations as the
forced marriage of little children, the zenana whose
wretchedness makes the suttee-flame cooling to woman's
heart
these have determined my life.
Let this my
abode be judged beside its alternative, the zenana, the
wives' prison.
Let its owner be called libertine, but a
principled libertine.
And yet, Lord, this is not the

—

—

:

—

happiness

in that region,

Vesali, that the

my

for her noble co-descendents, and

found elsewhere, which

who sat at Buddha's feet ?"
Tell me what you have read

need not repeat

I

Do

interview.

courtezan

"

so that

last

547

I

dream.

Buddha.

Dream your dream, Ambapali,

till

it

turn the obtrusive world to a phantasmagoria, and itself
become the reality. Could we by any art turn the
angry flood of life to the white foam of a happy dream,
then crystallize that shining essence in ideal shapes, even
if they swiftly melt away they leave us a permanent
pedestal above the dark tides of necessity.
All men are

seeking to realize their happier dreams, but in ways that
end in realizing their nightmares. The diamond eyes
of the child lose their pure ray in the competition for
wealth.
The tender breast loses its peace, the health}'
cheek its beauty, in struggling for the covering of necklace and cloth of gold.
The tine unconscious art of a
million ages has surrounded us with human forms, which
through our individual art may become the transparencies of things fairer than themselves
things which
remain when the forms pass away. Men seek victory,
caring not that to others their victory is defeat.
They
seek gold, forgetting that their neighbor's lot must sink
as their own rises.
But the failure of one rises round
the success of another, and so the dream is found, when
realized, to be a horror.
Ambapali. How then, my Lord, can we realize
our dream?
Buddha.
cannot realize it in what is commonly
called realization: we cannot buy and sell our visions,
and turn them into palaces or things sought by ambi-

—

We

and selfishness. But if, knowing that this hungry
menagerie of powers in us rend and destroy the very
beauty which fascinates them, we bring to the pursuit
our finer genius, our distinctive humanity, we gain the
tion

soul of that beauty.

The

child

nurses a

tin}'

painted

puppet till it feels the maternal thrill. A living babe
could do nothing sweeter, while its reality is tragical.
The little mother never suffers the pain of parting with
her wooden babe. Ah, we must become children, Ambapali
We must dwell in an enchanted land, and bring
to its every flower the flower of the mind; such flowers
neither pluck nor bruise, but fructify each other; the
wayfarer in a desert moves amid bloom and fruitage ot
paradise if his senses have been beguiled from the world
!

of objects to the artistic creation within.

Ambapdli.

Is this

your

full

dream,

my Lord

?

—

—
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I will speak a new thought rising
me. All that I have said but describes
a certain refuge I have found from the torment of seeing
a world tossed amid elements and forces blind and irreInstead of going farther and farther into those
sistable.
crushing coils whose action is unconscious, I entreat men
to extricate themselves, so far as is possible, by not reproducing themselves, or multiplying their ties to things

Buddha.

Nay,

like a star before

but to love the permanent ideal
man, not men; woman, not women; the divine, not
to conceive and even enjoy these by sensations
gods,
not confused with their particular or individual causes.
The enlightened lover would love the perfect man, the
perfect woman, of whom any individual may be a symThe joy is in loving.
in his unbroken dream.
bol
The living symbol does not decay or die with any indiThe passion for persons, whether husband,
vidual.
wife, or child, which makes beings unjust, selfish, jealthis annualized passion must pass away by humanous,
But what
ization, before the race can be happy.
It is but the thought of a thought.
is this I say ?

so swiftly passing

;

—

—

—

My

What form in society, in governlight goes no farther.
ment, this my principle would assume I know not, more
than I know what will be the blossom and fruit of a
I now depart, Ambaseed that never yet broke shell.
pali, and pass on, sowing among others this seed which
has borne an inner flower and healing fruit for me, in
the belief that here or there some company will presI have
ently nurture and mature it to larger result.

mate combined

visible

perfections;

all

insomuch that
had
and meannesses

beside the vision the fairest of the world's beauties

The

been hideous.

faults

and

failures

which once disenchanted the bride and bridegroom, could
not

mar

No

these symbolized idols.

while any

woman

lived;

none

one

Gradually consciousness grew

lived.

largely dependent on

world into one's

lost his bride

while any child

his child

faint,

for

it

is

egotism which

the

merges the
Our fathers have trans-

self-interest.

was of sinking to
where their fancies
became fairies, attending their wants, surrounding them
with all loveliness, and promising them that in some far
off time they should awaken into the upper world and
find it peopled and adorned as in their visions.
But this
last

consciousness

some

secret grotto,

mitted that their

slumber, as

loss

if

in

of consciousness did not bless

decreasing

down

number

the tradition of these

race retreated into anthropoid

left to

a small but ever

form

to escape conscious-

Finally, but one

ness of inner degradation.

was

all;

memory, and handed
steps, whereby the perfect

preserved

— myself

be heir of this history, and of these scriptures.

Despite my efforts I have not yet seen my anthropoid
form as a retreat of perennial sleepers, and the priests as
therefore

fairies,

I

am

not as happy as the others, but

have no

Therefore

I

done.

shall take care to

Ambapdli. My Lord, it shall be here, so far as
your servant can effect that. This mansion, this mangoorove, and all my wealth I here present to as many of
these my brothers and sisters as are prepared to study
your teachings and follow them in practice.
" So ended the conversation of Buddha and the
courtezan, thenceforth a fair mother of spirits in the
Mano-o Grove, taming all passions, till lambs feared not

these palm-leaves, these scriptures, this tradition to you;

Then and

lions.

there

was formed the

fraternity out of

which were developed the gods and goddesses of our
Monkey Temple. When the Brahmans demanded of

and

I

heir.

do so because rumors from your
hope that hist!"
heard, indeed, furtive

The Chimpanzee
kindly glance

entrust

world have

—

raised the

We

far

I

—

started

footsteps near the tent.

away, and, casting on

pathetic in

my memory — softly

out beneath a remote part of the tent's canvas.

me

a

crept

I listen-

—

and presently heard hurrying footsteps, then someLeaving the tent quickly I
thing like a gentle moan.

ed,

their separate groves

walked around the ancient Buddhist tower but saw
The great golden moon illumined the Deer
nothing.
As I gazed on the full
Forest, but revealed no for,m.
orb there appeared plainly the hare into which the
Blessed One is said to have changed himself that he
might be eaten by a starving pilgrim; but presently the
lunar face and figure seemed to change to my beloved
Chimpanzee, and I shuddered at the thought that harm
might befall him through his service to me. I hurried
on to the Monkey Temple. It was two hours past
midnight, but there were torches blazing through openwork of the walls which made me quicken speed.
I drew near cautiously and beheld
I was too late.
surrounded by six Brahmans of
prostrate,
Sage
my dear
highest order; one of these was just withdrawing from

darkness, had so ceased to be of utility, it ceased to be
selected; with it passed away the intensifications of

their faces as they

our progenitors, service in

those,

temples and

their

some refused and were slain, but the wiser,
remaining silent, were accounted dumb; there was a
survival of the silent, and articulate speech was lost.
There was also a survival of those whose hair grew
As our
thickest, as we must not compete for clothing.
food must be obtained without painful wandering into
the world, or mixing in the frauds of trade, there was
an evolution of climbers who could bring food from
affairs,

trees.

gest

As

the males did

masculine inheritance.

sum

not fight for

were not superior and larger
centuries.

Our time

is

brides, the big-

was

size

short;

my

not

a

sentences

For some generations the sexes had
by day. When beauty, veiled by

individual passion; jealousy, subjugation of

another, egotism, passed away.

Our

race

one sex

to

became ugly

and good-natured. But the ugliness was only a veil
over a beauty inly seen. To each lover the invisible-

the victim's lips a golden bowl.

The men had

terror in

looked on the form before them.

Chimpanzee did, and with
" There is danger
venture.
Not one here
"do
not
said,
you,"
he
near
the
language
in which
of
a
word
understand
can
but you

They

did not see me, but the

a gesture

warned me not

to

approach.

—
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know it is language; the
me from god to devil. In their
terror, lest I work evil among my fellows, they have
given me poison. You cannot help me; therefore softly
I

speaking; but they

miracle has changed

my

conceal yourself, listening to

amazed

these

grieve, but

now
from

my
I

words, directed

but meant for you.

not be so.

it

It

I

see that

you
I

me

and the human superstition

race,

my

cannot enjoy

godhood.

mankind the

afflicts me, so
have wished to

I

you have heard, and
now pass cheerfully into the Nirvana of non-existence.
Yet with what voice is left me I will indicate what I
was about to say, as my last word, in the tent. Although
bequeath

I feel

to

history

moral universe into

that a fictitious and chaotic

which the perfect race was dragged by
oppression

made

advance, this

is

superstition and

form an inward
There are rumors

their reversion in outer

not the ideal

way.

new world, men are transforming
phantasms called gods into human providences,
some

that, in

far

at

the kiss of incarnate Light

come

forth to find

earth her palace and her home.

MONOPOLY ON STRIKE.
WHEELBARROW.

BY

to

well enough that

is

surviving consciousness isolates

for this

die,

that

priests,

let

last

and
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I

see by the papers that the retail coal dealers have

These down-trodden and

struck.

zens

demand

to

of

afflicted

fellow-citi-

on coal,
day of November, 1SS7, and, what is more
the purpose, they are going to have it.
With pious

from the

raise

a

fifty

cents

a

ton

first

they see the merciful

gratitude

away, and they

Indian

Summer

fade

with hymns of gladness the snow
the North.
week ago they met at

hail

coming in
A
Grand Pacific Hotel, and sang

clouds
the

the doxology of the
and cold, O, ye ice and
praise him and magnify him
Praise -him and magnify him, an extra fifty

monopoly, " O, ye
snow, Bless ye the Lord
coal

far ever."

frost

:

cents a ton.
It

was further resolved at said meeting that any rewicked and depraved enough to sell coal

these

tail

their

at a fair profit after

coal dealer,

November

1st,

should be boycotted

A

ceremonies into services to man, and by Art, the true

by the association, and

Savior, gradually humanizing the hard inorganic earth

munication was read from the agents of the coal mon-

If the tidings be true, that

itself.

the

East,

in

beneficent

in

to

bring back

the

to

innumerable

hence for their excellence, restoring

divinities exiled

them

were

incarnation,

form

perfected

supersede and clear away

to

phantoms to whom priestcraft gives a
ghoul-like actuality.
For always the Stone-age gods
hold the land in mortgage, and can banish any young
deity who shows a variation from the stony standard.
All the westward migrations have been of pilgrims
bearing some fairer, tenderer god or godddess to an
unmortgaged land, where they might worship such. By
these elemental

such devotion deities

may

born of humanity; and

redeem

shall

we

not hope, that they can

from Stone-age phantasms?
the West we have heard.
Should

tendencies in

you repair to that far land, say unto those liberators of
humanity that, when they shall themselves be perfectly

make real in the earth that beauty and
Buddha and Zoroaster, and other orient seers,
could know onlv in dreams and visions. For the present
free,

they will

joy which

there do, indeed,

appear here from your

ignorant and foolish preachers, but perhaps

they can find no hearers at

home

;

far
it is

region

because

relieved of such stupid

elements, your country can better develop freedom and

knowledge. When they have fully learned that this
is man's and the fullness thereof, that instead of
gods creating the world, the world must create gods,

earth

then there will be gods, and they will surround the
planet

power

with a tender providence.
will pass

round the earth;

in

Their awakening
supernatural splen-

dor, in this temple, in these anthropoid forms, in

forms whose reversion
sleeping Beauty of

is

human

mental and moral, shall the

Humanity be found, thorn-hedged,

com-

wholesale dealers, to the effect that they

would do the boycotting; that they would not sell coal
to any abandoned profligate retailer who should refuse
to join the strikers, or

who

should decline to take advan-

tage of the icebergs created by an all-wise Providence
for the benefit of coal merchants.

few days before the

first

I

am

writing this a

of November, but

I

write in

the confident assurance that the strike will be successful,

and that from that day foward
cents a ton for coal.

opoly never

be gradually conceived and

their ancestral lands

Of such

opoly, and

his business destroyed.

It is

fail;

not at

all

The

the strikes

must pay an extra fifty
and monof labor seldom succeed.
I

strikes of capital

certain that this will be the last strike

of the coal dealers this winter.

It

is

indeed, that they will strike for another

highly probable,
fifty

cents a ton

by the 1st of December. It depends on the weather.
All through November they will watch with greedy
eyes the beaver and the squirrel.
If the beaver builds
his

house with extra care, and makes a thicker wall than

usual, or

the coal

if

the

men

chipmunk

lavs in an extra store of nuts,

will decide that the winter will be "hard,'''

and they will sanctify the augury by another tax on coal.
Fifty cents a ton on coal isn't much when you look at it

mere question of arithmetic, a sum in simple addiwhen you measure it by a poor man's wages,
and realize that it means a half a day's work for him, it
rises to the dignity of algebra, and if you reflect that it
includes the warning of a corresponding extortion upon
all other necessaries, it becomes a headaching, heartaching problem of economical trigonometry that baffles
Benjamin Franklin.
It makes the pews laugh at the pulpit, and the pulpit laugh at the pews as the coal dealer's prayers go up
to heaven, asking for an early winter and a late spring.
as a

tion; but
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For

instance,

I

ber dealers had

see

from the poor poor, and taking the coal owners into the

a

plot,

by last Sunday's paper that the lummeeting the day before, and resolved to

for an extra $2 per thousand

strike

Their strike

feet.

be successful, too, because they have the capital to
As I have no money either to build houses
it win.

will

buy them,

dealers

looks as

it

regulate themselves;
business.

I

it is

enough

lumber

neighbor's affairs can

me

for

to

mind

my own

used to practice that philosophy, but

cramps the

it

My

nothing to me.

is

the strike of the

if

The

and shuts the generous hand.

liberal soul,

have joined the other church, and I now believe that
my neighbor's affairs are also mine, and that I have an
I

interest in

everything that happens

have an

I

because

know

I

nail dealers,

in this

interest in the strike of the

will

it

world.

be followed by a strike of the

and the brick dealers, and the glass dealers,

the dealers in

strike attacks

me

putty.

front and rear, because although

rent

pay for the house

I

it

that

may

I

not feel the added price of lumber so directly as
the extra price of coal, vet

I feel

me indirectly in
gives me shelter from
hits

As

that

I

When

wild geese are flying south what chance have

I

The

"

stars

My

all.

and one

weather

itself forbids

me

and

to strike,

I

shall

my employer
good is my old shovel
ful

does not strike against

if

force guarding a railroad

we were attacked by a
who opened fire upon us with

ly

had no

so

artillery,

in

heard

gun

the

The

be thank-

What

me.

battery.
to

among

shell

he had nothing with which

answer came back,

"

Take

to

the

his

be

So,

captured.

prices, the advice to

higher wages,

The odds
to

is

when

Capitol

Labor

to

make

merely an order

Instantly

the

This was
would consent to

battery."

excellent advice providing the battery

strikes

for

warms

was carbon

chemistry into

read, with

tons.

trade and production this
this winter,

must give up

think of the long

I

higher

I

from the sun,

sent here

that

it

was

trees,

and these again by decomposition

He

way

said that in this

the rays

of the sun, shed upon the earth millions of years ago,

were concentrated and embalmed,

be liberated by

to

ray of sunshine that

fell

He

after-

said that not

upon the earth was wasted,

but that nature had provided for the saving of
strike of the coal dealers to

it all.

keep the dead rays of

the sun out of the poor man's home, only proves that

they would monopolize and tax the living sunshine

They would

they could.

sell

the air

we

if

breathe, the

green upon the grass, the perfume of the flowers, and
the songs of the birds; but

not able to do

that

let

us rejoice that they are

As

yet.

Ebenezer Elliott, used
my wheelbarrow,

the

swart blacksmith,

to sing at his anvil, so

sing at

I

Beneath the might of wicked men
The poor man's worth is dying,
But thanks to God, in spite of them,

The

The

lark

unbelievers

punishment, but

I

warbles Hying.

still

tell

us there

no place of future
There must

is

cannot agree to

that.

be a place " beyond Jordan " where

fuel

cheap, where

is

sulphur can be had for nothing, and where coal dealers

who

strike against the

poor will be kept

warm

for ever.

Else there would be a gap in the moral universe where
a big

chunk of justice had been knocked

out.

THE MERIT AND VICE OF SYMPATHY.

to " take the battery."

much

pleasure, that the
last

year

Left to the natural laws of

would give

and that was the reason

as

in together,

all
I

a counter strike for

output of coal for this year was greater than

by about three million

shudder

I

converted into coal.

BY CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY.

Sympathy
I

throw our wages
Otherwise
all.

than the sun's rays transformed by natural

against us are too great, and the battery refuses

other day

us

once on chemistry, and the lecturer said

else

be taken.

The

fire

nothing

the

men, and that

reply.

able to enjoy the luxury of coal at
I

that coal

We

general for instructions, stating that the enemy's battery

was dropping shot and

am

sons and

a lecture

Missouri.

a four

I

he buys his bread.

as

wards, for the use and benefit of man.

to striker

our Colonel telegraphed

week

only by force of the co-operative

impending over homes poorer than mine.

winter

Suddensuperior force of the enemy,
bridge

to

is

the

to attack monopoly intrenched in
Early in the war, I was part of a small

the Capitol?

it

prices,

not able to do that; he must buy

combustion into flame and heat, millions of years

have

courses fight against Sisera."

in their

me,

for

principle that

The

me

summer

is

from week

his coal

of the sun.
tell

has already discounted the extortion.

man

but the poor

a

does not equalize conditions to

man

rich

has laid in his winter's supply at the

I can escape
I cannot escape it any easier than
procession
temperature
that
follow
the
changes
of
the

the privilege to strike for higher wages.

they

and lay an extra tax of eight percent,

the

storm.

It

it,

either coal or bread.

lumber dealers,

Dear material means less
building, and that means less demand for workmen, and
This
less wages for the mechanic and the laborer.
and

He

think

I

lower

to

on every bushel of coal that the workingman must buy.

make
or to

when

they actually increased the price of coal

ought

us
I

cheaper coal

rejoiced.

coal dealers, in order to protect themselves against

The
the

calamity of this abundant output, conspire to withold

it

is

a merit or a vice, according to

its

stead of strengthen the

will, to enfeeble

It is

effect

being

to

effects

its

so often followed

and the cause exciting it.
results rather than good,

by

weaken

evil
in-

rather than

we may justly decline
The sympathy that
virtue.

arouse a losing self-respect, that
to

pronounce

it

always

a

springs from the sentiment of justice, finding
in a sincere desire to

remedy some

its

existing evil,

motive

is

a real
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and needed force

in the

world, as

much

as electricity or

steam; but the sympathy that takes the form of extreme
compassion, unenlightened by the instinct of helpfulness,
does

but injury to the one receiving and the one

little

extending

form

peculiar

.

appeal

of

sympathies

the

to

of

community, made her universally dreaded and
She had a badly crippled wrist, which,
twist
of the
muscles,
she
by some dexterous
was able to display in all its mangled ugliness,

is

selves

— the

The worst

"

feeling

a

sickening

of

disgust

the

in

more than the emotion of pity,
also aroused, prompted him to place a coin in the outstretched hand and free himself from the unpleasant
This woman throve, it was said, on the shamesight.
exposure of

her,

make

earn a

deformity, as

this

we know

others, like

capital of their misfortunes, andare able

comfortable sustenance by

the public

to

display

made of a legless body crawling about the streets, or
some other unsightly distortion. More intelligent ideas
respecting the use and meaning of charity, are doing
away with

who make

these public outrages; but those

such bold and open demands upon our sympathies are

There are many peo-

not confined to the mendicant class.

of our social acquaintance,

which

less inefficiency,

whose

chief trait

is

a nerve-

constantly exacting gratuitous

is

some

services from others, and posing itself in

of

attitude

weakness and misfortune.
I sympathize
I once heard from Mr. Powell, to the

helpless

with the remark
that

effect

in rags,

it

easier to dispose of the tramps, dressed

is

who come

to the

than of those dressed

back door

in silk

through the front entrance
It

suffering,

has become a settled

to

to

beg

and broadcloth
waste

his

substance

his

who come

time and patience.

maxim among

the workers in

public charity that the most deserving objects of their
labors are those

good

principle holds

The man

or

who

The egotism

reduced to
is

of

uncertain will and hesitating

naturally expansive, and

we

fortunate, and that sorrow

sleep,

its last

still I

think

should be

it

may

be

is

laid

less

self-

down

few exceptions, that the

as

soul

depths of suffering, temptation or des-

best left to itself awhile.

and departed

alone, with

no eye

Jesus bade his disciples

hours of Gethsemane
watch the mortal agony which

to pass the
to

be,

it

is

greater than that of the

happy, and often more injurious

in

realization of sorrow, as well as

when we have

reached

silently accepting

as

it

human

of life and

that which springs,
was ever so great.

is

else

learned

We

too readily with our swift and

bear

to

common

is

alone,

it

heritage

ease the conscience

numerous excuses.

apology contains a covert appeal

just

highest benefit,

part of the

experience.

A

effects.

its

its

The

to the injured person's

sympathy, and lightens the load of guilt by compelling another to bear it with us.
This is not to say
that the apology has not its uses, but only to caution
against the apologizing habit, which is employed as a
kind of moral salve to heal our wounded self-love, remov-

own

ing our

As

it

consciousness of error rather than

with excuse-making, so

is

it

is

its

effects.

with the habit

of continually seeking the advice and approval of others.

Often the greatest mistake

we can commit

counsel of another, which a

little

ing would readily procure for ourselves.

to seek that

The weakness

of the so-called " confidences " be-

many

that leads to

is

honest and hard think-

tween friends and acquaintance, is something we have
all had to blush for.
The true friend is he who never
urges such confidences, but rather ignores our need of

them, helping us
give him credit

be strong

to

who owns

writer

Howells,

a

many

has admirably illustrated this point

for,

A

in ourselves.

deeper moral purpose than

a

Modern

of stainless soul and the highest ideals, de-

a principle, admitting but

pair,

real

no one's

young man

patient with the fact that the unfortunate need our help

more than the

own most

the alleviation of moral maladies.

of easy-minded benefactors for his board and lodging.

dependent than joy;

think one's

self.

So, too, the worst effect of

unhappy

of the

i.s

one's

of "

swayed here and there by every breeze of
opinion, and constantly seeking the support of some
more self-reliant mind is the moral counterpart of the
practised beggar who makes daily round among a circle
is

how

belief that

to

is

For there

much with

in his story

conviction,

Unhappiness

Lessing.

It

never ask for help, and the same

in

woman

of superstitions

no matter

from the

comfortably clad and housed, and within the range

ple,

best

sustain to our-

care ami culture of the soul.

such a thing as sympathizing too
bearable," said

beholder, which, even

we

also true with regard to the relation

the

less

own

his

is

and he who acts on a contrary assumption neither
deserves nor will profit by the aid derived from others.
This is true not only in the work of public benevolence
helper,

disliked.

producing

Man

preceded his supreme resolve.

but in our private relations with friend and family.

it.

There was numbered, once, among the professional
beggars of this city a well-known character, whose

1
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Instance."

Ben Halleck,

a

rived from a rigid Puritan ancestry, finds himself caught
in the

meshes of an unholy passion.

and misery he seeks

his friend

in

shame

The

latter,

Writhing

Atherton.

though he thoroughly understands the condition of
affairs,

and

is

declines to be

deeply moved and concerned for his friend,

made

a confidant of, not to spare himself, but

To the reproachful
me what my trouble really is,"
Atherton makes reply, "I think you had better not tell me

as a heroic

remark,

means

"You

to save Halleck.

don't ask

your trouble. ...

would help you to tell
good sense to suppose it's an unreality and I suspect that confession would
only weaken you ... If you're battling with some
temptation, our self-betrayal, you must make the fight
alone.
You would only turn to an ally to be flattered
it.

I've too

much

I

doubt

if

it

respect for your
;
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your danger or your culpability."
open repentance and confession may

COURT.

into the disbelief of

fiction?

The moral

times

be noted

effect of

the scenes of the revival-room and the exper-

in

ience of those occupying the " anxious seat."

Repent-

ance has become as easy as the upward swing of the pen-

dulum, and

movement

of a relaxed will and conscience.

go^d

be expected of those

to

is

faults,

downward
"Nothing

be followed by the

as sure to

who acknowledge their
"The

repent and then sin again," says Balzac.

acknowledge

no one, but they
Goethe is credited with
words of similar import, "Every man must be his own

truly great

their faults to

punish themselves accordingly."

man who

counsellor; the

desires to be rid of an evil

knows what he wants."
Self-helpfulness

each of us should

set ourselves steadily to cultivate in

Sympathy, the power

others.

and sorrows,
divine feeling

one of the

is

to enter into others' joys

finest graces of character, a

that

consistent with physical science,

is

But the

which ennobles

more than any other;

life

am

persuaded, not insuperable.

fire

on

man's

a

and there

is

own

What

when he

hearth,

perchance not a

creature of any sort remaining?
a sensation,

one

Plainly

feels it?

rather than a real

whenever he goes

A

human

relation,

is

neither to palliate nor

is

soothe the sufferings of his patients, but to cure them.

A

VV.

leading scientific

authority

England,

Prof.

During that length
the glow as there,

into his room.

them and may be numb with
should he go into the
he would experience the heat.

He

cold.

feel

pictures rightly, for

room during

that time,

there as a possibility

La

is

barred, could

it

Salle; or rather, there

cism

on

So
its

world has had

real

a

But what shall we say to the time before
was any sentient existence, when not only our
earth, but all the other members of the solar system,
were but a fiery mist, a nebula, when living beings of

may

the

sort, (unless

we

hold with Haeckel, that

all

matter

depths,

central

be pardoned,

an

as

central

just the

" beseelt")

those

in

Now,
the

there

idealist

regions

way

same;

that

raised this difficulty a

ary Review.
idealist

"It

can regard

is

present.

few years ago

difficult to see,"

in the

he

And further, which is
"What idea," he

universe at all."

idealist entertain

is

impressed with

no

its

the

things as a

same

the

diffi-

"can the

we suppose

regions of the sun or of the earth
intelligent

presence?"

into the absurdity that
exist

"how

asks,

regarding the matter which

to exist in the central

where there

Contcmpor-

said,

this [pre-sentientj state of

culty in another form,

Stewart

Prof.

being

Must

to

be

idealism

center of the earth

experience

it,

if

is

a

It

illusion.

yet

it

is

real

The

common

of

heat

heat

of

the

of
at

the

anyone could

with unreality or

anybody's actual experience.

And now
cally

for the

next step.

As

I

believe

in the

do not have and, practispeaking, cannot have, because I cannot make the

necessary transit in space, so

believe in the possibility

I

do not and cannot have, because
my existence does not go back far enough in time, and
nobody's does. If I or anybody had lived on the preof sensations that I

sentment globe,

what

we

should have seen and experienced just

science tells us existed.

If

run out

all,

a

heat

only as a possibility, not as

the fiery mist or nebula, before

the primitive fiery mist did not

endure

he could only get there and stay there

has not one thing in

And

that

possibility;

real

the

in

and

depths of Mr. Hegeler's furnaces.

directly

and that the centers of the sun and the earth are

strictly

of the earth, in

believe

I

room

impassably-barred

possibility of sensations that I

as the

real

to

the

in

sun, or

able past

as

I

Hiberni-

that, if the

believe

I

of the

alive.

is

—

down
that

yet there

(more

or

would be impossible

it

were impossible? This time is far remote
and may be without any practical interest to us; but a
philosophical theory must be equal to all the facts, the
near and the far, and to the mind the remotest conceiv-

is

them

them.*

existence.

every

in

heat

same.

the

all

it

were depths

speaking) such possibilities of heat,

long, then, as this planet has had

surface, the

The

enter.
in

could not look into; nothing could live there

must honestly meet. Idealism means that the physical
world is reducible to sensations and exists only in a
life

Now, without

have looked into Mr. Hegeler's gigantic furnaces

was heat

sentient

the

picture;

a true

the time.

all

any effort we can conceive of a room with a fire in it,
which we do not enter at all, and no one enters, and no

Balfour Stewart, brings forward a difficulty in the way
of accepting idealism that any defender of the theory

sentient subject.

that
heat,

though he does not

in

in

experience

warmth and

I

M. SALTER.

existence,

man may know

would, neverthelesss be a possibility

BY

when no

of time he pictures the

one, so securely

IDEALISM AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

room

plainly

is

the heat,

is

he will

is

which

I

is,

out of the

has a possibility of

it

existence.

heat

physician's,

is

raises,

the heat of a

is

If anything

But what

heat.

is

it

sentiment which often passes by that name, mindful that
like the

for

as

or a mosquito, or living

fly

not a false or an illusory, but

the office of friendship, and of every

—

claimed.

it is

which Prof. Stewart

difficulty

It is

let

some-

is

assert

example, that penetrating and vigorous thinker, Dr.
Francis E. Abbot. Realism is the only philosophy

us avoid the cultivation of the weak, drivelling

but

what

of

philosophy,

"scientific"

for a certain length of time

the great fundamental virtue which

is

So the indignant defenders
called

*

we

should have

known by

connection, impossible to the body.

could have lived in

was any globe

experience what

we

at

can

is one of language, not of thought. The
mind; the word "impossible" means, in the

The apparent contradiction here

"possibilities " are possibilities to the

we

there

THE OPEN COURT
only

know now by speculation

so far

anybody

as

calls

or conjecture.

trustworthy in

it

what would have been our

us

actual

its

it

experience, could

lived at the time

much

just as

is

fixed matter and just

a

an object of exact study to the

as truly

BY

tells

color and motion, and

of the universe

THE MECHANISM OF THE MIND.

reports,

referred to.
The heat and
whatever other qualities may be
ascribed to the primitive nebula were real; that is, they
were real (and not imaginary) possibilities; and they
would have been real, in the other sense, if anybody
had been, so to speak, on the scene. The past history

we have

MONISTIC MENTAL SCIENCE.

"Science,"

gives us not a false or illusory, but a true picture;

idealist as to the
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The single-celled organism is a wandering nomad,
but when several cells cohere, for a common life purpose,
the condition
ties

mob,

that of a savage

is

develope

in the

until special abili-

separate cells; then the tribal condi-

If these cells are not properly

tion arises.

to

related

one another, and food is unequally distributed, causing
many to perish while the few are surfeited, the animal
When an advance is
represents an absolute monarchy.

made and

the needs of the multitude are better supplied,

most dogmatic realist; for it means what he or anyone
like him might have seen and
heard and felt and
handled and the possibilities of such experiences he

I
the condition resembles that of a limited monarchy.
maintain (notwithstanding Haeckel's different view,)

knows

worthy of that specific title, composed of cells, altruistically, though mechanically, grouped into organs, no one
of which cells or organs demands or receives more than
A diseased state
sufficient to serve the good of all.

—

degree determined by

are not in the slightest

As he

himself.

looks out on

determine whether

it

sky now, he cannot

the

be red or yellow or blue;

shall

what he can experience is determined by something or
somebody else than himself. So he has no doubt it
would have been years and hundreds of thousands of
The sky and the earth and the whole
years ago.
aspect and order of the world, though all are his experience, are an experience he cannot

given to him, and that save

The

change

past he cannot

help having, that

in details

he cannot change.

The

at all.

is

possibilities of

experience there are absolutely fixed.

The same

apply to the infinitessimal
Whether we consider molecules

observations

elements of the world.
as hypothetical entities,

or,

Sir William Thomson's

in

that the republic

would

is

and

result otherwise,

and privileged

the

interests

are real, to the idealist,
it

may be

them, but

atoms

now we

them

if

we

to

It

may

be

into

actual

sensations)

(i. e.,

we

The

in

science.

If science

possible

experience,

realism claim

be

Where

philosophy.

more

taking,

to

is

to be.

Yet

synonymous with experience or
might more truly than
the

much vaunted

microscopic

these

investigation
a

men know

Huxley
that they

their sensations (actual or possible)

of them.

with physical

are examples of finer,

"scientific"

more
than

infant

pains-

those

and nothing outside

the

body

bodily

lowest animal

is

few steps higher

a

still,

a

de-

in

the

cunning.

passes through the stages of milk

imbibing, savagery, barbarism, to more thoughtful man-

Nations reach civilization by developing induswhich binds together workers intelligently and
When militancy prevails development is
considerately.
hood.

trialism

country

arrested, the

is

and

a

The

chip on his shoulder.

lubberly school-boy with a
wise adult has outgrown his

no longer

bellicosity,

He

thinks.

lies,

steals

or

But, to think he

must have the apparatus for thinking. Printing, telegraphy and rapid transit bring the individuals of a people
into sensible cooperation and the silly sword, gun and
clownish uniform finds less favor.
of intelligence is proclaimed by two

The

physical basis

facts:

The nervous system relates the body cells to1.
gether in the interests of all the cells oj the body.
2.
The brain relates the nervous system more complexly

A

Helm-

and a
are studying

;

ferocity; higher

should

we

idealism

by the labors of

afforded

consistent

The human

is

wastes time in buffoonery.

space or time, nor intensively

be entirely

to

fail

zoological series there

:

childish greed

what we had imagined them

just

are

all

The
the pugnacious or gluttonous dominance.
evolution of nations, societies, species or individuals pro-

if th*ey

try to penetrate to the elements of matter, does

idealism

holtz?

might.

observe them

could

Neither extensively

we

these

we

we

powers were

can only construct the molecules and

could be converted

as

if

sensation,

thought and cannot observe them; but

in

persuaded that

find

powers of

and heightened

indefinitely refined

be that

as possibilities of experience;

that with our present

experience

cannot

They

reality.

than does the

tile,

fenseless absorber of food

their

exist

units.
If a specially favored controlling power arises in
such a government and the muscles or the alimentary
tract gain control we have the military or the mercan-

ceed over identical paths

nor subtracts one particle from

for politicians

and by the consent of

shape, motion, and laws of action, intelligible subjects of
scientific investigation," the idealistic

among

is

ideal republic; but theoretically the brain rules the
in

—

classes.

man may no more

ideal

words, " pieces of matter of measurable dimension, with
theory adds not to

the surplus be

if

organs then the government

intestinal

The

by a healthy homo sapiens,

typified

to

the

same

end.

direct ethical inference

giveness,

is,

outgrowths and that humanity
I

would

then, that charity, for-

considerateness, justice,

like to take

my

is

etc.,

are expediency

but a form of wisdom.

readers over the studies I have
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found so fascinating

ramble over
the

Embryology, neurology and other

:

branches of biology

but must

;

the temptation to

paradise and keep within

this naturalists'

hedgerows of our

resist

We

text.

have not the time

escapes from

it

dexterities

We

to

and

Dispositions and traits are

shell.

its

with

thus transmitted

the

"intuitions,"

do but think what our molecular make up per-

follow out the development of the nerves that ascend the

mits us to do and think, and that

spinal cord to the head, the passage of touch nerves into

of our environment.

Assume

those for special sense with end organs such as the eye,
the accumulation of "commissures" or

ear and nose;

connecting strands of nerves

in the brain.

those matters fairly treated

You

will find

by Wundt, Spencer, Bain

that the nerves

per

vibrations

Lowering

gave

to

rise

animals

soonest the

changes

environment, differentiation

in the

would be most likely to proceed at the head. The
grouped themselves here instead of being

special senses

scattered as they are in lower forms of

becoming

Motions

life.

from the head a longitudinal

oftenest regulated

series of nerves sprang up which afterwards became the
lateral nerve columns of the cord, these relate the other
segments of the body with the special sense organs and
by enabling the body to be controlled mainly through
higher differentiated senses a decided advance is made
in the organism evolution.
The highest animals have the most complex nervous

systems; doubt, hesitation, thought or reason, essentially
the

same

process, exercise nerve centers that

are

more

nearly the protoplasmic state, such as the neuroglia;

greater heat
effort

is

more blood

evolved,

gray matter undergoes
animals without heads
are built

is

attended by consciousness*.

is

up so

as to

The

spinal cord

vibratory transfer and so

this

may

consumed and the

think, but

make motions

when

the tracts

instinctive,

such as

tossing off a fly from the hand, consciousness need

be

involved; the automatic apparatus works

not

reflexly,

with

less friction, less heat, less blood consumption, and
with but feeble sensation evolution.

In learning to play upon the piano the higher senses,

with touch, are brought into use; the routes through
the brain and cord to correlate the finger movements
are being established with difficulty.
is

learned

it

may be played

finger touch sense to
effected in the

in

guide.

When

the piece

the dark' with but the

A

revolution has been

arrangement of the nerve strands in the
in the arm and fingers

brain and adjustment of muscles

Reason was involved at the outset.
outcome and where certain invariable
causes produce in any animal invariable effects, brain
shapes may be thus built up and transmitted to progeny
has also occurred.
Instinct

was

the

:

inherited; and as soon as the structural form of brain

is

developed the animal will do what its mechanism has
been constructed to do, the chicken will peck as soon as

irregularity,

of

pain.

becomes the

normal

for

this

If

experienced; 45 to 40,000

is

much more

constitute hearing;

interferences

rapid

Most of these impressions

duce sight sensations.

in-

pro-

duce quivers diffused through the gray neuroglia of the
cord and brain, but

when

molecules of that

sensitive

recurrences arrange the minute

gray substance into

evoked;

impression

the

impression produces

recorded,

is

in the brain

same

tion constant for the

a

and

In the back part of the brain,

fibrils

is

each

is

such

corresponding altera-

cause.

where

sight impres-

sions are recorded, a peculiar eight-layered

of cells and

little

memory

lines, paths, tracts, fibrils, fasciculi, plexuses,

arrangement

found; where hearing memories

are stored up, at the side of the brain, other distributions
occur.

I

of using

am,

who

is

for brevity sake,

coarse

given, and

reduced to the necessity

where

similes

experience

precise

can be

details

the disgust of the engineer

all

obliged to forego technicalities and explain

complicated

his

machine

acts

that

by the piston pushing

and wheels, when dozens of delicate princimust be unmentioned.
These stored-up recorded impressions are more complexly united through nerve tracts that grow more and
more intricate as intelligence increases.
Roughly, then, suppose all the gas and water pipes,
certain rods
ples

sewers, mains, conduits or other things

permit water to flow through

A

a

in

city,

certain pressure of water constantly trickling

represent the normal nerve flow.

through

or

smell

is

en route, and

experienced.
at

first

water will take, there
doubt, thought.
instinct,

when

may

The

is

uncertain
hesitation,

facile

impediments
which route the
which is reason,

passage of the current

is

the route overcome.

Dropping the comparison,
brain

be

a touch, sound, sight, taste

If there occur

is

it

would

Interruptions in dif-

ferent degrees and for different lengths of time

likened to what occurs

that

them, were connected.

the smaller tubes and rushing along the larger

slowly

or

swiftly

by

a

a

thought works

side lettered

similarly lettered a

from
to z,

A

to

in

the

succession of molecular

oscillations, and taking a brain region as
one side divided into areas- figured from 1

other
*Pro[. Herzen, Journal of Mtntal Sciw, London, April, 1884: "The intensity of
consoiouineis • in direct ratio to the intensity of functional disintegration."

a

in

100,000,000

normal produces numbness,
from 50 to 1,400 interruptions

occur the feeling of touch

first,

over the body are

all

io 1

second,

coming

with one end

the product

is

nerve activity, departures from which constitute sensation.

easiest

make-up

chemical agitation represented by

state of

and the modern physiologists generallv.
Elongated, headless animals, through locomotion bewith heads, as the eel, because the head end encountering

superstitions,

stupidities.

a
to

cube with
100,

an-

Z, the remaining side

then one thought

would be
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expressed by the flashing of atoms along' the irregular

L,

and another R.

K.

and so on.
7,
Miscroscopical anatomists have mapped out hundreds
of thousands of these routes.
The orderly mechanism
route

n, 75,.

of the brain

being revealed,

is

10,

x.,

laws are being un-

its

folded patiently, toilsomely, quietly, by skillful, learned
students,

who

whom

most of

seek no

are steeped in

bitter

poverty;

no assistance, whose

receive

notoriety,

writings are read by the appreciative few; their contributions swell the

sum

knowing

world

that the

lived they

must be

of

newj impressions and

new

better

off for

satisfied, as sole

BY

G.

GORE,

impressions

moderate rate of progress

progress.

Science encourages general truthfulness.
of the greatest moral qualities is truthfulness,

One

this

highly

is

necessary to correct conduct.

new

than the

beliefs faster

truths could be assimilated.

Ideas which have been strongly impressed upon
brain are almost indelible, and
alter one's old opinions,

more or

less ignorant,

what

many minds
unwelcome
flattering

what they wish

true, but

are not

in differ-

persons prefer to

sufficiently

be so;

to

strong to bear

The common readiness to
arises from human weakness.

truths.

ideas

are

beliefs

is

also

and entertain

Many

believe

False

inseparable from limited brains and

finite

knowledge.

To

wrong conduct;

which

untrue usually leads to

is

nevertheless, false beliefs often afford

very great consolation, and

would be

it

cruel to sud-

fulness

are

without the extra stimulus of exaggerated expectations

their occupations

The man who

who

Some

in

to attempt great objects.

Much good

acting under the

often

fail

is

frequently the one

has also been done by

influence of Utopian

ideas.

of the earliest facts in chemistry were discovered

by men

who were

"elixir of

there

it.

men would

they would also

exalts his calling

succeeds in

persons

and neglect

;

is

life,"

stimulated by the hope of finding the
the

"philosopher's stone,"

a limit to the

power of our

etc.

As

brains to receive

bias,

and

if

the

new knowledge.

closely

and he will not succeed
Ignorance and untruthwithout intelligence a

associated;

ence by diffusing accuracy

highly conducive to moral-

is

hardly possible, and

sci-

In dogmatic subjects untruths may be told with
impunity, because they cannot be disproved, but in sciity.

ones proper and sufficient evidence

entific

must

be

adduced.
It is

to be

hoped that ministers of religion will exten-

sively study the essential relations of the great laws and

phenomena of

science to morality and righteousness,
with the object of permanently reconciling science and
religion.

It

is

only through insufficiency of proper

the matter is so little understood.
books have been written on the subject by devout
persons, but they appear to have been usually composed
by those having insufficient acquaintance with the chief
investigation

that

Many

of science; without

we

principles

A

complete

cannot arrive

scientific

knowledge of those

a

at the

foundation of things.

system of morality remains to be

written.

The

;

experimental

is

It

deviate from the path of duty

original

high degree of truthfulness

upon persons whose minds are unable to
receive them mankind would resist it.
The ideas of a
devil and of eternal punishment were useful in their
time.
Our feeble minds often require strong stimulants;
doctrines

and the hope of unreasonable rewards,

of

In

probably no course

not very truthful the results he obtains

is

in discovering

denly force, without sufficient justification, more truthful

that

to

is

In such occupation the mind must be imbued

principles

believe that

equal

discipline

research.

whether the new ones are more

ent degrees untruthful ideas.
believe, not

the

a painful process to

All men, even the most learned, are

truthful or not.

necessarily

it is

of

will disagree with each other,

is desirable.

would probably be more injurious than beneficial
if new knowledge was discovered very rapidly; inventions and improvements would then succeed each other
quicker than we would be able to adapt ourselves to
them.
It would harass mankind and disturb men's

depend-

thus largely the cause of the stability of

is

investigator

It

and

out,

is

error and ignorance, and helps to moderate the speed of

with correct views and be free from

LL.D., F.R.S.

Part III.— Concluded.

A

must die

old impressions,

order to acquire this virtue there

SOME RELATIONS OF SCIENCE TO MORALITY
AND PROGRESS.

ones, before a

ideas the previous

ent upon scientific conditions; viz. the properties of our
brains and the duration of human life. Fixity of cerebral

and

recompense.

its

new

thus the rate of intellectual and moral advance

having

their

obliterate old

to

generation can establish

/generation, with

human knowledge, and with
is
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rate of advance in civilization is

of one's time as very

human

afxed

one.

almost as impossible to live greatly in advance

is

progress

much behind

probably

it.

The

rate

of

and invariable a
quantity and governed by as immutable laws as that of
the motion of the earth in its orbit, and the man who
attempts to

move

is

either very

as fixed

much

faster or

slower than

succumb to it. As an angel
would not be permitted by men to live among them,
because his actions would be misconstrued, so an advanced
the mass of

scientific

mankind has

philosopher

is

to

barely allowed to exist in the

midst of an ordinary community.
Difficulties of the pioneers of

The man who devotes

new knowledge.

himself very largely to original

philosophical experiments and research

somewhat

in

advance of his time, and

is

is

one

who

lives

largely misun-
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By many

derstood and victimized by his fellows.
fessedly

good persons he

who

disbelievers in divine truth are those

the practical

neglect to study the sacred laws by which infinite

A similar imperfect state

pro-

considered an atheist, whereas

is

power

and goodness regulates the universe and themselves.
By some exponents ot science, less devoted to research
and more to the pursuit of money than himself, he is
misrepresented as a sponger and scientific mendicant and
having his sustenance and expenses provided for him

as

sically

by others, while the actual fact is that all the researches
he makes, whether with aid or without it, are made at a
considerable pecuniary loss to himself, which has to be

right,

made up from
itors

his

own

of science, either through

work

Some

resources.
less

other expos-

experience in original

by long con-

or through fixity of ideas produced

tinued teaching, are unable to accept his discoveries

if

they happen to only appear to conflict with orthodox
science, and thus become his most influential opponents.

A

made by

research

as utterly false

by

a deity

traders in scientific

would probably be

rejected

existing teachers of science.

all

knowledge

Pure

detract from his reputa-

by misrepresenting his labors as non-practical, and
the mass of the community can scarcely at all under-

tion

stand

Manufacturers, traders, inventors, science

him.

lecturers, scientific experts

While, also, his labors reflect honor and indirectly
confer other advantages upon his fellow citizens, municipal and other public bodies treat him as an unknown
person, and neglect to give him professional employtion.

ment.

By

thus injuring his moral character, represent-

of morality

still

remains with

scientific

valuable

may

it

The maxim

thus treated as

is

a legally defenseless person.

is

constantly acted

"to buy

is

Might

be.

and the discoverer

tradesman

upon by the ordinary

cheapest and

in the

in the

sell

dearest market," or, in other words, to get the most he
can, and give the least possible in return
defenseless property

The pure

gain.

treated

is

trader

by him

and

legally

all

knowledge

scientific

in

;

as a fair object of

also

appears to act upon a similar rule.

Comparatively few
men will pay in cases where there is only a moral and
no legal obligation to do so; but notwithstanding this,
the English nation is at least as honest as any other;
trading in knowledge also

is

a justifiable

occupation,

and some of the most eminent discoverers have engaged
in

it

whether

it

diminished their usefulness to mankind

or not.

New

and others take the knowl-

edge he discovers, use it for the purpose of getting
money, influence, etc., and there being no law to compel
them, neglect with impunity to make him compensa-

new

knowledge, every one appropriates it, but scarcely any one gives any recompense to its
originators, and this circumstance is the less noticed
because such knowledge is not a tangible or salable commodity. There is much legal protection for traders, a little
for inventors, but none for discoverers; and it would be
useless to patent unsalable knowledge, however intrinregard to

The

knowledge must

scientific

investigators

is

compulsion, and

throughout nature,

one;

be free.

plea for this very general spoliation of scientific

less

defense

this

a true

is

important interests are

compelled to yield to those more important, the few

must yield

to

many, and the interests of discoverers
mankind in general until
applied.
Life must be maintained; knowlthe

will be sacrificed to those of

remedies are

edge

is

indispensable to our existence, second only in

ing him as an impostor, condemning his discoveries as

degree of urgency

untrue and withholding from him remunerative employment and payment for his labors, etc., his fellow-men

sary knowledge, inventions and improvements for pub-

diminish his usefulness to mankind, and unless he has

obtained; in consequence also of fierce competition and

own, cut short his existence, or, as
compel him to leave his country.
difficulties
were even greater. As
In olden times his
arise
from
human imperfections
nearly all these effects
question how to do
knowledge
the
and deficiency of

the urgent necessity to get

private

means of

his

in the case of Priestley,

justice to the scientific discoverer

and can only be

more enlightened.

satisfactorily

is

a difficult problem,

settled

Meanwhile, "the

when men

ills

which

are

can't be

Present

The age

of physical spoliation

that of mental

wealth

was frequently

men took by

is

all

In

strong

exists in the ruined feudal

over the land; these were the strong-

was treated
was necessity.

holds of robbers; might
justification for violence

means of
therefore,

is

is

without the neces-

made, and incomes could not be

money, each manufacturer
use

every available

free taking of

new knowledge,

stimulated

The

success.

to

highly desirable for the public good, and

the real objection

is

not to the free use of the discoverers'

property, but to the withholding from him compensa-

Even when we have done our

tion.

this

pecuniary

injustice

to

best to

investigators,

remedy

there will

Suggestions for improvement.

When

olden times

obtained by violence,

still

and tradesman

passing away, but

physical force the material property of the

weak; evidence of this
castles dotted

of morality.

dishonesty continues.

benefit could not be

;

always remain pioneers of truth, whose researches the
mass of mankind will be unable to justly appreciate.

cured must be endured."

imperfect state

lic

to physical food

as right,

and the

manufacturers or traders derive large incomes

by means of applied science they rarely render any
Who ever heard of a
equivalent to original research.

manure manufacturer,
tiller,

tric

a nickel smelter, a

petroleum

dis-

an electroplater, an India rubber worker, an elec-

telegraph manufacturer, a phosphorus maker, an

electric

copper

refiner, a calico printer or bleacher

giving

"
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thousand pounds to original experimental
Such an event has probably never happened
any country, notwithstanding that numerous large for-

even

a single

research?
in

unless privately, to

what

Can
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be convinced of

principle, then, has the deceptive

the agents of this apparent dissimulation render a

tunes have been realized in those occupations, and the

better reason therefor than that assigned

occupations themselves would never have existed but for

exemplifier (Newton),

way

In this

such research.

and

ten, national welfare

patriotism has been forgot-

justice

have been largely

sacri-

advantage, and a most fundamental

ficed to individual

source of the prosperity of nations has been crippled.

For

man

instance, a

gains £300,000 by the manufacture

of vulcanized India rubber, and bequeaths nothing to

promote

Similar examples exist in

Immense sums

tions.

which largelv enabled him

scientific discovery,

to gain his riches.

petuate error, but

A

discover truth.

little to

ship of original scientific research

endowed
are made

all

direc-

are bequeathed, largelv to perprofessor-

as

in

Prospect of greater national happiness.
Nearly every man seeks to obtain as much money

and not
of diminishing his

by

its

original

adopted a misnomer of

his

"a convenient means of regarding the subHere is the sole gist of their exculpation. But
even this plausible excuse is inadequate; since the word
gravitation expresses all that is phenomenally known
of the subject, whereas the word "attraction" signifies
fictitiously more than is known, or rather what is known
as

ject?"

know

All

to

be

it

gravitates

false.

that matter gravitates, but

open question which the

an

is

why
of

talk

attraction insidiously and mischievously forecloses.

However, Newton's patronage of that provisional
was ingenuous and discriminate; which is

appellation

hardly putative of his nominal disciples, the majority of

whom
as

who

thought, and tolerated the " notion of attraction

merely

has never vet been

any country. These remarks
suggestions for improvements.

any college

in

own

On

falsity.

its

vogue obtained?

his

have thus

far

conserved the hasty designation ot

thought without ever mentioning
unqualified application.

his

later protest

This protest

possible, often regardless of injury to his nation,

against

infrequently with the ultimate effect

extant as an item of correspondence, wherein he wrote

own

money becomes
and shortens

money

many

In

happiness.

pursues

length a mere machine for getting

at

his

man who

cases the

life

in

In

the process.

many

it,

cases

has been obtained too easily, and the sons of the

wealthy have not been properly disciplined.

Wealth

men have decayed. The pursuit of
however, has now become less successful we

has accumulated and
wealth,

;

can no longer so readily obtain

without making equiv-

it

Success of another kind

alent sacrifice.

is

now

approach-

All our material wants are becoming satisfied;

ing.

means of the telegraph, steam locomotion and
machines

chief articles

the

all

— by

freezing-

of food are imported

cheaply; by means of scientific discoveries and the inventions

founded upon them nearly

all

manufactured

arti-

made in great quantities, and
are also che^ip.
When these more pressing material
wants are sufficiently provided for men will more readily
cles

commonly

required are

In fact, the era of
civilized

notorious that the

new knowledge.

word "attraction"

in the literature of

cause of gravity.

is

generally

science as to purport

Yet no expositor

of

physics has attempted to demonstrate that part of the

which

this

for the cause of gravity

know."

But

is

that prayer has

what

I

do

been very

Theoseem to have conspired ever
since the demise of Newton, which occurred 160 years
ago, to embezzle the influence of his name in support of
the very "notion " which he so strenuously renounced.
generally ignored, or else viciously unheeded.
rists,

In

ostensibly Newtonian,

fact, of all

so far as

I

the

reputed votaries of physical science,

have been able

to learn, less than half a

have made good their claim

dozen

exemption from the foregoing indictment. These are well-known exponents of
science proper, whose professional careers have been
fairly signalized

by

success.

to

It

is

proper to say, how-

ever, that in relation to the rationale of gravity, they

the loose talk of his would-be disciples about " the

application of coal

BY GEORGE STEARNS.

theory

me,

not pretend to

advocates and expositors of his superb discovery, which

in" the

THE MYSTERY OF GRAVITY.

the physical

that notion to

speak of gravity as
Pray, do not ascribe

to matter.

have benefited materially by the

happiness obtainable by means of

It is

You sometimes

and inherent

essential

money,

knowledge.

and steam to manufacturing purposes, may they also
now secure the unlimited mental, moral and physical

employed

"

:

still

knowledge has already commenced.

nations

industrial pursuit of

so

very earnestly

is

have declared themselves purely agnostic, in the vein of
Newton's protest cited above; and this fact is what substantiates their claim to be respected as the genuine

seek the purer happiness derivable from

As

its

item

of

its

terminology denotes;

New-

tonian theory of gravity" tends only to obscure.

— the principle according

It

which gravity
obtains
but the law of gravitation, the gist of which
was yet to be conceived; and if in formulating this law
he employed the word attraction, he soon detected his
error and did what he could to cancel it.
It may not be generally known that Mr. Herbert

was not that

—

to

Spencer has deliberately and unequivocally classed himwith the few eminent scientists who side with
Newton in repudiating "the notion of attraction" as

self

identified

with gravity.

of Psychology,

this

In Vol. II. p. 409, Principles

remark occurs:

—

:
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"

Mr. Mill says

dium

that

Newton

held an etherial me-

observed

to be a necessary implication of

facts;

it is not now held to be a necessary implication.
do not think, however, that scientific men 'have at

but that
I

last learnt to

conceive the sun attracting the earth with-

out any intervening fluid;' any
learnt to

'

more than they have

conceive the sun illuminating the earth with-

some such medium.' The most that can be said is
up attempting to conceive how

out

that they have given

gravitation results.
that

he could

"

however, an astronomer avowed

conceive gravitative force as exercised

through space

would be

If,

absolutely

Would

my

opinion

private

have any existence

gravitation

were but one
Is

when

it

sud-

a second particle ap-

an attribute of matter, or

it

there

if

particle in the universe, or does

denly come into existence
pears?

void,

that he mistook the nature of conception."

due to some-

is it

thing between the particles of matter?"

These two double questions are taken from an article
in Chambers's Encyclopedia (supposed to have been
written by Balfour Stewart).
They are consistent with
no implicit faith in "the notion of attraction;" and the
latter of the two implies an inkling of the pertinent
truth, which Dr. Grove also insinuates in a single
instance in his essay on " The Correlation of Physical

The

of Faraday's argument is, that the mask
by the notion of physical attraction conflicts
with the cosmic dynamic principle whereof gravity is a
species; that thus self- impugned, the conceit of attraction is exploded. He maintains the deductive judgment
"That there should be a power of gravitation existing by itself, having no relation to the other natural
powers and no respect to the law of the conservation of
force,

strive

subject."

implied inference from ipse dixit which this

somewhat equivocal; for what is
here called a "theory" Newton called a "notion" and
treated as a figment.
Dr. Grove was in a quandary,
quotation involves

is

which a slightly different view of the subject, such as
Dr. Faraday excogitated, might have prevented. In an
essay of the latter on "

The Conservation

of Force," as

responding to both parties cited above,

this

eminent

physicist remarked:

" For my own part, many considerations urge my
mind toward the idea of a cause of gravity which is not
resident in the particles of matter merely, but constantly
in

them and

To

in all

space."

was almost to hit the nail on its head.
Nevertheless, the same thinker wrote afterward:
"As to the gravitating force, I do not presume to
say that I have the least idea what occurs in two particles when their power of mutually approaching each
other is changed by their being placed at different distances;

say that

but

I

have a strong conviction, through the

my

mind of the doctrine of conservation,
that there is a change; and that the phenomena resulting
from the change will probably appear some day as the
influence on

learn

to

endeavor

result of careful research."

more

to avoid

ble with

*

So we must

*

*

outstanding power, and

of this

any definition of

it

which

is

incompati-

force generally, for

the principle of

phenomena

all

the

of nature lead us to believe that the great

would much rather incline
by gravitation
force of definite amount, or by an ether

and governing law

one.

is

I

to believe that bodies affecting each other
act by lines of
pervading all space, then admit

that the conservation

of force could be dispensed with."

The
I

have

phrase

"by an

ether pervading

italicized as significant,

all

space,"

which

but which he wrote with

indifference, suggests the rare possibility of hitting the
its head without knowing it.
But I must say
Faraday was the most expectant of all his com-

on

nail

that

peers in the line of inquiry here treated

subjoined

Young,
in

bit

of

a

of.

from a newspaper the
reported lecture by Prof. C. A.

three years ago

I

cut

the reputable occupant of the astronomic chair

Princeton College.
"

himself repudiated, further than as a convenient

means of regarding the

if

as little likely as that there should be a principle

Some

" Would two bodies gravitate toward each other in
empty space, if space can be empty? The notion that
they would is founded on the theory of attraction, which

The

is

of levity as well as of gravity.

Forces," thus

Newton

drift

of gravity

Do

not understand

me

at all as

saying that there

is

no mystery about the planets' motions. There is just
the one single mystery
gravitation
and it is a very
profound one. How it is that an atom of matter can
attract another atom, no matter how great the disturbance, no matter what intervening substance there may
be; how it will act upon it, or at least behave as if it
Whether
acted upon, it I do not know, I cannot tell.
they are pztshed together by means of an intervening
ether, or what is the action, I cannot understand."
Another instance of blurting the truth unawares, as
denoted by 1113' italics. Such an avowal as overlays this
seemingly unpurposed suggestion is commendable for
the frankness and fidelity to conviction by which it
must have been prompted and if not so appreciable as
an announcement of successful research, its compensation is assured by its incitement to docility of aspiration,
which it is wise to cherish and every functionary of

—

—

;

popular education should cultivate as an essential conduit of intelligence.

science proper

would

Young

If all

the reputed

spokesmen

of

act their special parts as well as

in the instance adverted to, by
world precisely what they knozv,
beyond which they merely guess, as to the physical
cause of gravity, I fancy the tables would be turned,
and that the list of scientists who side with Newton in

did

Professor

telling the credulous

— —

THE OPEN
"notion"

rejecting the surreptitious

shortly

outnumber

But the

The

its

would

as unscientific

issue of such

an ordeal would not be

final.

brought

by a

negative truth here sought

is

process of reasoning from other data.

to light

have

I

the conceit of physical attraction

testimony of

this

five

the nominal abettors of

if all

were summoned

the

The

is

younger

Herschel,

who

The water

How

teries."

A

plied the policy of sup-

posititious explication, practically blind to the fact that

A

Yet

John constantly

Sir

the mystery of gravity

of

is

Newton seems never

have asked himself

why it

Yet

tery.

his virtual reply to all

of mys-

wherein Sir Isaac abjured the figment of material

fall into

man who has in

philo-

competent faculty of thinking, can

sophical matters a

ever

Gravity must be caused by an agent,

it.

acting constantly according to certain laws; but whether

agent be material or immaterial,

this

my

consideration of
"

have

I

left

to the

readers."

There you have

it

Newton saw

plain and flat."

that the notion of physical attraction

is

absurd.

He

did

not reject

it

for being inexplicable, but because he dis-

cerned in

it

the lineaments of impossibility; for what-

ever

is

absurd

impossible.

is

the matter, bodies
the earth pulls

fall

when

According

to

his

in effect

of being pushed

him unknown agency,
the substantive nature and modus agcndioi which nothing
but his supposititious theory of light prevented him
from conceiving. But since Newton's day an important
discovery has been made through which the fact of

may

invisible

and

on the breeze,
is

near.
I

go,

away

:

can see the blue
is

all

— the summer

bulwark of

the

—

are fled.

with other eyes,
skies.

truth."

Morrell.

to

be rationally accounted

for.

Hollow

" Earnest

trees are

men

always the

are too

few

"All noble-minded men

Magoon.

stiffest."

in the

world."

Dxcight.

are inclined to sadness."

Aristotle.

"The Lord

never gave mouths without bread to

put in them."

"The

spade digs a deeper hole than the lightning."

—Horace Mann.
"

I

oblige

will

my

daughters

to

marry for love."

J\Iadaiue de Star/.

"
use

The

greatest

homage we can pay

to

truth

is

to

Emerson.

it."

The mother of John Wesley tried to console a poor
widow with the saw:
"Leave the world better for your having lived in
Abraham Lincoln.
it."
" Tramp upon your feelings when principle is at
takes."—/?r. S. J. Wilson.
" Do not mistake freedom from
thinking."—/)/-. J/.

thinking for free

W. Jacobus.

Aweel," returned she, "but he gives the mouths
the poor and the bread to the rich."
"

to

view of

unsupported, not because

them down, but

downward by an

gravitation

"

attrac-

which some of his contemporaries too willingly
imputed to him. There is no mistaking the import of
his labored expression in these two sentences:
" That gravity should be innate, inherent and essen
tial to matter, so that one body may act upon another
at a distance, through a vacuum, without the mediation
of anything else by and through which their action and
force may be conveyed from one to another, is to me so
tion

believe no

the hill;
rill;

everywhere.

happy, happy swallows

"Discussion

came nearer than

comprehending the principle of their
common seeking. I am indebted to Faraday for the
following citation from Newton's third letter to Bentley,

I

me

that the winter-king

spirit turns

I still

to

great an absurdity, that

ploughman on

freezes in the purling

the foregoing queries

of his aptest disciples, shows that he

any of them

My

unwarrant-

murk

able assumption than in the apprehended

o'er; the fields are bare;

withered leaves are moaning as

And

to

should be more "convenient"

to regard a subject in the fictitious light of

is

the

is

requiem for the sweet season dead;
Each little flower is hiding from the snow,

only aggravated by misconceit

So, too, even

process.

its

LEA.

fairy snow-flake floating

Announces

The

able?

I

his

mysterious from the inexplic-

differs the

GOWAN

Bleak desolation meets

with that

tall}'

all

fit-

Grey threatening sky; a frost)- atmosphere;
The haws o'er-ripe are falling from the trees;

writings
adverted to gravitation only as " that mystery of mysin

now

harvest

And yonder

to this court of negative inquest, their

undisputed depositions would verge to a
of the

its

THE FIRST SNOW.

to

dare say

I

verify

SONNET.

vulgar notion

said

dynamic properties

ascertained

ness to serve as the secondary cause of gravity.

that

unimpeachable witnesses there

For

of phvsical science pertains to "the luminiferous ether,"

BY

And

is 'inexplicable.

positively no counteracting evidence.
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cited sev-

documentary affirmations of personal conviction

eral

COURT.

whose

half-earnest supporters.

—

—— ——

—

This item

"Happiness is the congruity between a creature's
nature and its circumstances." Bishop Butler.
"

We

have no reason

to fear that the

unate will ever receive too

much

poor and unfort-

attention."

Mrs. E.

C. Stanton.
" It

is

remarkable with what Christian resignation

and fortitude

we

— Dean Swift.

can bear the sufferings of other folks."

—
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science, and "those supreme ethical motives
pamphlet, entitled "Souvenir 15th Annual Convenwhich lie at the very heart of religion " are part of the

—

data to be carefully considered

in

a scientific

study of

religion.
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Buildingi, corner

169

to
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175

La
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by
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leading object of The Open Court is to continue
Index, that is, to establish religion on the
and in connection thi rewith it will present the
Monistic philosophy. The founder cf this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
:n childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously defined,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
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all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
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as the conditions of human thought impose.
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religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
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tor sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
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and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind.
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The

work of The

the

basis of Science

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

to,

speak of religion on

a scientific basis,

with

all

the facts of religious his-

tory and religious experience, and that

with

we

a conception of religion that will stand the test of

science, that accords

UNDERWOOD,

A.

EditCr and Manager.

When we
mean

is

in

harmony

demonstrable knowledge. All phenomena are
related, and all the sciences are but portions of one
all

science

—

ogy.

A

the science of the universe. Religious thought,
motive and practice belong to the phenomena of human
life, and must be included in the sciences of anthropol-

study of religion

scientific

is

one which takes

into consideration all systems of religion, their special

and general features, their ethical and nonethical characteristics; a scientific

conception of religion can have no

other basis than knowledge of

all

obtainable facts in

regard to religious thought, feeling and action.

We

are

aware that there are those who say with
"Religion belongs neither to the do-

Schleirmacher

:

main of science nor morals, is essentially neither knowledge nor conduct, but emotion only, specific in its nature
and inherent in the immediate consciousness of each individual man."
Religion primarily, is, no doubt, emotion, but out of this which is fundamental in religion
have grown vast systems of thought mixtures of truth
and error, and complex forms of worship, more or less
irrational.
Reflective thought, through countless ages,
exciting a multitude of emotions and adding vastly to
the wealth of man's emotional nature, has added to the
complexity of the religious sentiment, and infused into
it elements derived from
intellectual and moral exper-

18S7.

ience; so that in the enlightened mind, with the primary

RELIGION UPON A SCIENTIFIC BASIS.
Our

religious feeling,

able and always instructive Unitarian contempo-

rary, the Christian Register, after quoting

from Col. T.

W. Higginson's article, which lately appeared
Open Court, says: "Mr. Adleris as positive
Higginson

in

The

as Col.

seeing the inability of science to take the

in

place of those

supreme

ethical motives

which

lie at

the

very heart of religion."

We

are not

aware

that

anybody expects " science

to

take the place of those supreme ethical motives which
lie

at

ethical

the very heart of religion."

But are not these

motives a part of the natural order?

not related to the past and the present

?

Do

Are they
they not

reveal themselves in character and conduct?

Are they

not within the region of law and causation?

And

can

they not, therefore, be studied, and knowledge of them

be included
less

volition

tional

in a scientific
is

lawless,

study; unless

it

it

is

of the sequent order of

conception of religion?
can be

made

Un-

it

intimately associated and interwoven,

day means the essential elements of
motives supreme.

ethics,

with ethical

facts, and a multitude of others, in regard to
development
the
of the religious sentiment, as well as of
religious dogmas, must be considered in a scientific study
of religion.
Regarded as emotion merely, religion is a
proper subject for stud}' by the scientific method.
It is
only by giving to science a verv narrow definition, one
wholly unwarranted, that emotional experience can be

All these

excluded from

is classified knowlgrouped and arranged,
so as to form a basis for induction and data for rational
conclusions, and to reveal relations and principles, to
which the facts viewed separately give no clue.

its

domain.

edge; knowledge of

many

Science

facts

a subject of ra-

supernatural, forming no part

phenomena,

is

much which belongs to the latest acquired and the best
part of human nature.
And this religion with many to-

belongs to the

"

Thought

entertain

it."

is

the property of those only

R. W. Emerson.

who

can

—
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ASSOCIATIONS FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

ous with that of the organization of the "

WOMEN.

We

are

Association for

of the

tion

Women,

gotten

up

the

Advancement

of

Entertained by Sorosis, October

Invited and

26th, 27th and 2Sth, 1SS7,"

which contains

of the history of Sorosis and

its

offspring

a short sketch

— the "Associa-

Advancement of Women,"

the

tion for

Woman's Club," which

an artistically

of

receipt

in

Women's

or "

The meeting
held in that city

Ward Howe,

—

—

New

York, the second
was one of the most successful, Julia

just

held in

presiding, and the receptions given to the

Congress by the Sorosis Club and by Madam Demorest
were delightful in many ways, and especially as indicative of the admiration women can feel for one another.

work of this Association is
member, who reports the

excellent point in the

touched upon by

a colored

meetings for the Conservator, the organ of the colored

"The

of this city:

people

and

scientific

literary,

statistics relating to clubs, to

practical

help included every species of
for the

humanity, without

welfare of

discrimination,

as

methods for

fearlessly

women

work and every

asserted

and were the words of
mended themselves to the colored
forceful

and

sex

approbated

com-

import that

women members

Margaret Fuller,

"

her

to

in

1S39,

began

motive of which she explains in a
friend,
Mrs. Ripley, in these words:
of a weekly meeting for conversation

The advantages

might be great enough to repay attendance if
only in supplying a point of union to well-educated
and thinking women, in a city which, with great pretensions to mental refinement, boasts nothing of the
kind; and where I have heard many of mature age
wish for some such place of stimulus and cheer; and
they con-

sisted

where they could state their
doubts and difficulties with a hope of gaining aid from
These " Conthe experience or aspirations of others."
"
winters,
and were
continued
for
five
were
versations
German,
French,
the
best
devoted to the study of
those younger for a place

and English literature, and mythology, the fine
These "Conversations"
and education.
arts, ethics
demand
on the part of women
were then the result of a
longing for wider
and
a
for exchange of thought,
Italian,

knowledge.

But

it is

zation of

not quite twenty years ago that the organi-

women

into clubs

(as exclusive

hitherto male clubs had been of

country.

Congress, which meets annually

United States,

The

sentative

agitation

of the

of

men

women began
)

Woman's

as

in this

Suffrage

question had doubtless been one of the primal causes

claimed as the "
in

in a sort

In the pamphlet before us "Sorosis"
first

regularly organized

is

Women's Club

America," but the movement was almost simultane-

13th of

Woman's

of Missionarv-

women

in this

way

the repre-

of the country, sent circulars of invita-

hundred

women

parts of the United States, " that unitedly they

take into careful consideration the

many important

in

might
ques-

and happiness of women."
The meetings of the Congress have so far been held in
the cities of New York, N. Y., Chicago, 111., Syracuse,
X.Y., Philadelphia, Pa., Cleveland, Ohio, Providence,
tions that

R.

the

affect

life

Madison, Wis., Boston, Mass., Buffalo, N. Y.,

I.,

Portland, Me., Baltimore, Md., Des Moines, Iowa, and
Louisville,

The
which

Kentucky.

influence toward the

this

advancement of

women

Congress, tho' meeting but once a year, has

may

exerted

be inferred, not only from the constantly
Women's Clubs all over the

increasing formation of
•

country, but from the high tone and wide scope of the

In addition to

many

at

the Congress.

essays on the matters heretofore

considered asspecially belonging to

"woman's sphere,"

home, society, dress,
there
mission and church work, education and charity

those, for example, pertaining to

—

has been, since the organization of this Association, such
and kindred topics treated as " Co-education of the

Sexes," "

man

the

in

Woman," " WoPulpit," "The Medical

The Higher Education
Church and

in the

of

Women," " Women in the Legal Profession," " Women's Need of Business Education,"
Women in the Laboratory," " Women's place in
Education of

'

Government,"

"

Women

Women,"

Education of

Journalism," " Political

in

"

Women

and Land," " The

Comparative Longevity of the Sexes," " The BramoSomaj Movement in Relation to Women," " Education

in

Industrial

Art,"

"What

open for Women," "Need of
the Insane,"

"What

"Organization

as

is

Money ?"

Related

to

Practical

Women

Science

is

Physicians for

"Political

Economy,"
" Our

Civilization,"

Museums and our Investigators," "Cooperation,"
"Zoology," "Botany," "Bee Culture," "The Physical
Basis of the Mind," " The Chinese Question," "Heredity," " Labor and Capital," "Saturn," "Education and
Training of Indian Women," "A Study of Hegel,"

"The

Unity of Science," and "Marriage and Divorce."
the establishment of Sorosis and the New-

Since

such organizations necessary for the advance-

which made
ment of the sex.

\V., or

in

tion to join such a congress to three
all

Sorosis

some one of the leading cities of the
was an outcome of Sorosis, which, in 1873,

of-Culture way,

her " Conversa-

tions " in Boston, the
letter

The A. A.

papers read and subjects discussed

of the congress."

England

of

16th of Februarv, 1S68, and " Sorosis" on the

April of the same year.

device
or

race

New

that

That club was organized on the

two months.

nearly

ante-dated

with the design to bring together

Congress."

One

5«i

England Woman's Club, and more
the

meetings of the

held, a

new

impetus,

particularly since

Woman's Congress have been
altogether unknown before has

—
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been given to the organization of

women

for the pur-

This

not alone a question of clemency;

is

poses of higher culture and the advance of their sex.

public interest.

Women

prone

everywhere begin

ago understood, the
complish a

however

fact that unitedly

they can accom-

hundred-fold more than

when working,

In

earnestly, alone.

these clubs

all

not only established in the leading

lution, sociology, labor
topics,

well

as

manner, held

capital, the sciences, educa-

the highest philosophy and

as

in a

among women; and women
hitherto denied

in studies

among such

thoughtful comprehensive

few decades

a

many

but in

questions of the day, evo-

and

literature, are discussed

cities,

which are

to

since

to

demanded by men

follow,

lest

The most

stupid

seven

men

which would be subdued from the example of

To

cution.

this

answered, that such

it is

men

mode

that could be pursued.

*
F.

M. H.

The

*

*

writes:

fact that

Matthew Arnold's

real excellence

enkindled by listening to the discussion of such subjects,
she take no active part; and the advance in

knowledge of each woman means
advance

As

in the

a

distinct ratio of

race.

adjuncts of these clubs, classes are formed for the

stud}*

certain

of

writers

or subjects, as

of

architec-

economy, literature and science
and from them emanate working associations for eduture, politics, political

cational, reformatory, charitable

and philanthropic

insti-

So we should hail with delight these associathe advancement of women, for such every

tutions.

tions for

phase of these

women

clubs

may

be called

and

;

let

us

hope for the day when, through these, male clubs
take a higher aim than mere social refreshment,
and then men's and women's clubs may become amalgamated into associations for the advancement of hualso

may

manity,

s.

International

Congress of

London, decided on September

10,

Buchner, that the attitude of

towards religion should not be
conclusion

adopted

by

Freethinkers,

at

a vote of twenty-

in

secular instruction

hostile,

but neutral, a

which agrees perfectly with the method
the Open Court, of displacing error by

At the closing session, on SepCongress adopted a resolution urging

teaching positive truth.

tember

12, the

freethinkers to take an
industrial

active

interest in

body with any

all political,

to let

them-

to reject

what he considers an

"Anarchy and

reprints our editorial on

the Anarchists," and calls

it

erate article, well and discreetly written,"

have had but

who

little

thinks hanging

is

but his poet's imagination
" Besides, if

one talks of science, is it scientific to speak of the Eternal Power
which makes for righteousness? Mr. Arnold affirms it, but I do
not know that it is affirmed by any one else. On the contrary, I
do not see how, from a rationalistic point of view, this assumption
is any more warranted than a hundred others."

*

The

orthodox

#

ministers

#
are

about as unanimous

against commutation before death, as they are against

probation after death.

Cleveland

isters at

last

At a meeting of Methodist minMonday, twenty-nine being pres-

was adopted by a vote of twenty-eight
letter to Governor Oglesby, urging
him to show no mercy to the condemned anarchists, but
to permit them to be hanged according to sentence.
ent, a resolution

send a

to one, to

At

Catholic

a

*

*

congress recently held

at Lie'ge, in

Belgium, the various proposed solutions of the labor
problem, cooperation, socialism, nationalization of land,
etc.,

were condemned.

The Bishop

of Lie^ge offered as

the true solution the revival of the old trade guilds,

which, he

said,

should be placed under the guardianship

of Christian lay employers and of the clergy, with each

trade or calling, under the protection of a saint; and

all

employers and employes, formed into a
brotherhood to celebrate the saint's fete, and taking part
in religious processions, as well as to render mutual
in

it,

Certainly this scheme

but

it

seems

" the best use to

make of

But the Legal Adviser
of this city, has sounder and more humane views on this
subject.
We agree with it when it says:

at the

receive any attention

The

is

as impracticable as

congress, and

it is

from the working
*

"a very mod-

or no effect on our legal contem-

such assassins and dastards."

illusion,

longs passionately for the sweet dream of the past."

of those criticised

#

The Albany Law Journal

porary,

intellect

help.

*

very able essay by Mr. G. Brad-

socialistic or

anti-socialistic theory.

*

that of a

young man of great promise, who remarks that the
of the author of Literature and Dogma " has forced him

engaged

and commercial questions, but not

selves be identified as a

to

in a

is

to a literary club,

a. u.

eight to four, in conformity with the opinion of Dr.

L.

which meets near Boston,

*

The

entirely mistake

human mind.

ford, Jr., a

if

may

their exe-

These men are convicted
on the testimony which is disputed vigorously by multitudes of
men; if, therefore, their sentence is commuted, it will be viewed
by the public generally, including those who might otherwise
act differently, as an act of clemency which will be everywhere
respected, and do more to quiet the fear expressed than any other
the philosophy of the

poet, not a theologian, has just been presented

even

a question ot

be executed and their lives

members cannot fail to have her mind
broadened, her knowledge increased, and her enthusiasm
club

it is

sensational minds

of

serious consequences of riot and bloodshed

be impossible

are finding a keen delight

them.

is

to fear, that these

terminated,

smaller towns, the leading

tional

men long

recognize what

to

It

classes.

*

*

average number of

any

not likely to

visitors at the

Museum

of

Boston during 1SS6 was 1,455 on Sundays,
and S7S on Saturdays. Admission on both these days
is free; but the time the library is open is twice as long
on Saturday as on Sunday. The average number of
Fine Arts

paying

in

visitors

on other days

is

sixty-five.

—

THE

OP-EN COURT.

theatre, New York, recently, there was
between Henry George and Mr. Shevitch on
Inside the building were 3,000 workinga "land tax."
men and as many outside, the auditorium not being
The discussion is described
large enough to hold them.
as "hot and exiting," and the "reds" and the "blues"

At Miner's

The
were thrown among

New

York Herald says, that ideas
"by the handful," and adds: "The workingmen have their thinking caps on, and by-and-by they

the audience

whatever

will straighten out

is

crooked by helping

to

make good ones. Society needs
to be improved, and that immense crowd got hold of the
best way to accomplish it when they preferred a disrepeal bad laws and to

was not altogether satisfied with the manner in which the
was conducted. It took place at a time of
great public excitement, when it was about impossible that they
should have a fair and impartial trial. A terrible crime had been
committed which was attributed to the Anarchists, and in some
I

trial

a debate

claimed the victory for their respective champions.

•

known

*

*
sermon

at Kansas City at the
Said Rev. David Utter, in his
recent installation of Rev. J. E. Roberts:
Ethics is not the root from which this church, from which the Christian
religion grew. That root is faith in God. And if any of you should hear at any
time in the future some one talking about an ethical basis for the Unitarian
church, count him as a dreamer, one who is blind to the consequences of his
believe in a real church, and a living real religion,

and the root of the whole mitter

This

is

not morality, but

is

well said, strongly said.

But

faith in

is

it is

truth,

God.

and needs

to

be said not in one pulpit only, but in hundreds, if Unitarianism
And it must not only
in the West is not to be lost in ethicalism.
be said but acted upon.

"An ethical

The Unitarian.

basis for the Unitarian

Church"

is

much

if Unitarianism shall
anything worse than " ethicalism," its

better than a theological basis; and

never be

lost in

best elements are sure to be preserved, for " those su-

preme

Register "lie

which," says the

motives

ethical

at

Christian

the very heart of religion," will

still

remain.

*

Commenting on
"Labor

the words,

*

*

the popular fallacy, expressed in
creates

all

Wealth," the Chicago

If the

term "labor" be applied so as to include all kinds of
and especially the work of the mind, there could be

effort,

no question as
just the reverse

to the propriety of the
is

true.

axiom

The "labor" which

creator of wealth and the cause of progress

not of the creative brain.

had the appearance of a

No

allowance

cited.
is

In practice

alleged to be the

is

that of the muscles,

is

made

for the brain

trial of an organization
persons indicted for the

of

murder of Degan. Several of the condemned were not at the
meeting where the bomb was thrown, and none of them, as I
understand, was directly connected with its throwing. The condemned claim, however erroneously, to be the advocates of
a principle, and to execute them would, in my judgment, be bad
policy.
It will be claimed for them that they were executed as
martyrs

to

a cause, while

if

put

prison

in

women, who seek

nities for

they will

soon

Lyman Trumbull.

be forgotten.

rights

and equal opportu
with

to identify their cause

the Christian theology, overlook the fact that Christianity is

fied

an Orientalism, that only where

by

Roman

it

has been modi-

and Germanic influences, and by modern

extra-Christian and anti-Christian thought, do

woman's

sentatives regard

even

made

modified form, every effort

in this

the condition of
to the Bible.

woman

is

repre-

its

position other than one of

subserviency and subordination, and that where

exists

it

improve

to

constantly opposed by appeals

During the decay of ancient

institutions,

Christianity put itself in opposition to a strong tendency

of the times by emphasizing the duty of chastity and
marital fidelity; but

its

woman

teachings in regard to

caused her to be regarded as impure, and led to

an

unhealthy asceticism, which proclaimed war upon nature,

and produced a revulsion toward its opposite extreme,
while the independence and intellectual culture of

woman were

discouraged, and for centuries she ceased

to figure in history

except as a devotee.

the advancement of

Tribune sensibly observes:

human

trial

as Anarchists, rather than

Those advocates of equal

*

We

of the Anarchists

respects the

cussion to a bludgeon."

pretty, airy theories.

5<>3

that during the

woman
three

past

It is as true

as of progress in

hundred years,

of

general,

as

Lecky

says: "the deadence of theological influence has been

one of the most invariable signs and measures of our
Some, recognizing this fact, make a disprogress."
tinction

between Pauline Christianity and the moral

sweat of inventors and discoverers; no place is reserved in the
calculation for such labor-saving and wealth-producing triumphs
as the application of improved steam power, the harnessing of
electricity, the invention and perfection of railroads and trains, or
of agricultural implements that increase and cheapen food, and

precepts of Christ; but the influence of a system must

the developement of countless mechanical devices which have
changed the face of civilization in the last half-century. Did
Watt, Stephenson, Arkwright, Howe, Fulton, Whitney, McCormick, Bessemer, Morse and Edison do nothing to create capital
or wealth? What comparison can be made betweed Whitney and

precepts.

be judged not so much by its precepts of virtue as by its
doctrines, which have been widely accepted, ami have

been favorable or otherwise

That

to the practice

Christianity, like the

annum

to

127,860,000, or

an increase of nearly a thousandfold!

Such was the astounding result following the application of brain
power to an industry previously worked by slight-skilled physical
labor.
Pages could be filled with the enumeration of brain
triumphs only a few degrees

less significant.

of

these

religions,

has been necessary to the attainment of the present social
condition, such as

it is,

and that

it

has met certain wants

human

and contributed some elements

to

true as that, in other respects,

has been reactionary and

it

the toiling blacks as producers of wealth? In a period of twenty,

seven years following Whitney's discovery the production ot
cotton in the United States advanced from 138,000 pounds per

older

has retarded progress.

Christianity

progress,

would long

is

as

since

have become extinct in every enlightened, progressive
country but for modifications
practical

life,

making

it

in the

ments of science and industry.
the art, literature,

popular mind and

in

agree largely with the requireIf

we

should ascribe

science, virtue, and freedom

all

in ancient
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Rome

pagan

to the

we would

religion,

more

not be

unreasonable than are those who, whenever they speak
of anything worthy

in

our modern civilization, ascribe

to the influence of the Bible

iated

it

and Christianity.

by the optic or

nerves; in other words, by subjective

tactile

experiences produced in us by some unknown cause.
Thus, what are popularly believed to be qualities and states
of

— sound, color, odor, taste, hardness, extension and
— are names for different ways in which our consciousness

matter

motion

affected; and, were we destitute of hearing, sight, smell, taste
and touch, the supposed qualities of matter would not, so far as
we can know or conceive, have any existence whatever, for, by
is

All personal letters for the editors of this journal
should be addressed to their residence, 86 Page Street,

RELATIVITY
We

cannot perhaps, within the limits of an editorial

clearly

show

few

a

facts in

article,

meaning of the indisputable docof knowledge" than by grouping together

the essential

trine of the "relativity

regard to the psychology of the senses.

communicated

Aerial vibrations
rise to the sensation

known

there can be no sound

;

nerve give
Without a nerve of hearing

to the acoustic

as sound.

whether

for,

serpent's hiss, or the voice of

it

be the tempest's roar, or the

human sympathy and

love,

sound

something external to the
Color is also a subjective affection and particular colors
hearer.
depend on the particular velocities of the waves of attenuated
matter gathered together by the optical apparatus of the eye, and
which impinge upo» the retina, affecting the optic nerve and
is

phenomenon, and

a sensible

not

;

—

what appear objectively as colors, blue, green,
which are known to be sensations, or conscious
This is as true of the "rosy cheek," the "ruby lip," and
states.
the " lovelit eye," as it is of the blue sky above us or the brown

giving

rise

violet, etc.,

to

— but

earth beneath our

some

In

feet.

persons, vibrations as different

which commonly cause redness and greenness awaken identical sensations. Luminousness is a sensation
produced by the action of waves of ether upon the retina and
in

velocity as those

§

This sensation may also be produced by
a blow or by electricity, which, singularly enough, while it causes
luminous phenomena in the eye, brought in contact with other
sounds in the ear,
parts, gives rise to quite different sensations,
fibres of.the optic nerve.

—

taste in

the mouth, ticklings in the tactile nerves.

and odors are not

them

is

intrinsic

very evident.

in

things with which

The sweetness

of

of the rose are sensations in us caused

they are reducible

analysis,

to

states

of

con-

sciousness.

As to Space and Time, whether we regard them with Kant as
forms of sensibility, belonging to the subject and not to the object,
or adopt Spencer's theory, that Space is the abstractof all relations
of position among co-existent states of consciousness or the blank

Chicago.

more

psychological

That

we

tastes

associate

sugar and the fragrance
objects, the

by these

one

form of
of

all

these

relations,

position

relations of

all

sciousness

or

blank

the

and

that

among

form

in

Time

is

the

abstract

successive states of

con-

which they are presented

and represented, and that both classes of relations are
predetermined in the individual, so far as the inherited organization is developed, when it comes into activity, while both
have been developed in the race, and are resolvable into relation co-existent and sequent between subject and object as dis
whichever of these theories we adopt
closed bv the act of touch,
or whatever theory be affirmed, still we know Space and Time
only as subjective forms of states, not as external realities. Both
Space relations and Time relations vary with structural organization, position, vital activity, mental development and condition.
How great in childhood seemed the height and mass of buildings
which now seem small or of but moderate size! How long the days

—

seemed -when we were young; how short now! How rapidly time
passes in agreeable company, how slowly in waiting for a delayed
train!
That there is equality or likeness between our different

—

estimated lengths of distance or duration, but so many variations
of subjective relations, and any nexus of external things, there is

—

no reason to believe.
But does not the mind possess

power by which

a synthetic

it

can put together the materials furnished by the senses, and thus
enable us to realize or understand the objective world as it actually
Is there not in the

exists?

ition," or a " perceptive

mind

a faculty of "intellectual intu-

understanding," by which we can discover

beyond consciousness? If we do not know
noumenal existence, how can we know anything
relations? The great Kant dw-elt upon this subject for

relations as they are

the nature of

about

its

appreciated by the sense of taste, the other by the sense of smell.
Heat, too is a sensation, and is conceivable objectively only as a

years; and, although he believed in an existence transcending
sense and understanding, the conclusion of his years of laborious

mode

thought was that we can only put together the materials furnished
by the senses, and that we can know nothing of the world as it
To the
exists, unmodified by and independently of consciousness.
same conclusion, after years of profound thought, came Herbert

of motion.

Another quality which we ascribe

to things

is

hardness.

But

hardness cannot be intelligently conceived, except as a feeling.

When we

say that a stone

against

we experience

tance,

it,

which

is

is

hard,

we mean

that, if

we

press

a sensation of touch, a feeling of resis-

designated by the word " hardness."

To

groups of our consciousness which we call sensation of sight and touch, Huxley
observes:
"If the surface of the cornea were cylindrical, we
should have a very different notion of a round body from that
which possess now; and, if the strength of the fabric and the
force of the mucsles of the body were increased a hundred fold,
our marble would seem to be as soft as a pellet of bread crumbs."
What we call penetrability is the consciousness of extension and
the consciousness of resistence constantly accompanying one another.
What we call extension is a consciousness of relation between two or more states produced through the sense of sight or
Even the conception of vibrations among
the sense of touch.
particles of matter, mentioned above as objective factors in the
production of sound and color, is but inferences from states ot
consciousne^s caused in us by vibrations which have been apprecthat both hardness

and form belong

to the

Spencer.

Although there seems

illustrate

among

to

be almost a complete unanimity
we can form no

the great thinkers of the world that

conception of the objective world apart from the condition im-

posed upon

it

by our

intelligence,

and that changes of conscious-

ness are the materials out of which our knowledge is entirely
built, let no one hastily conclude that there is anything in this
position inimical
science."

to,

or inconsistent with

Prof. Huxley,

one of the

what

is

called "objective

greatest, if not the greatest, ol

living scientists, and a philosophic thinker of

no mean

ability,

pursuing the "scientific method" with which he is supposed to be
well acquainted, comes to the conclusion " that all the phenomena are, in their ultimate analysis, known to us only as facts of
of consciousness." George Henry Lewes, eminent as a physioloand psychologist, as well as a remarkably acute metaphysical

gist

thinker, versed in

all

of Life and Mind:

"

systems of thought, declares in his Problems
affirm the objective existence of

Whether we

;
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something

we

case

from the affection of consciousness, or affirm

distinct

that this object

is

simply a reflection from consciousness,

declare that the objective world

is

to each

man

existence bounded on

the

sum

by
and thinks, a form shaped by the reaction of his
The world is the sum total of phenomena, and phenom-

of his visionary experience,

what he

— an

in either

—

feels

organism.

all sides

ena are affections of consciousness with externa/ signs"
(Vol. i., p.
Dr. Maudsley, the distinguished physiologist who is no more
183.)

than Spencer or Lewes a subjectivist or

idealist,

— who,

indeed,

is

—

commonly regarded as a materialist, says: "After all, the world
which we apprehend when we are awake may have as little resemblance or relation to the external world, of which we can have
no manner of apprehension through our senses, as the dream
world has to the world with which our senses make us acquainted
nay, perhaps less, since there is some resemblance in the latter
case, and there may be none whatever in the former.
The
external world as it is in itself, may not be in the least what we
.

.

through our forms of perception and modes of thought
it has ever been so much as possible; and
therefore, the analogy of the dreamer is altogether defective in
that respect."
(Body and U'iil, p. 51.)
This is the position of nearly all the great representatives of
science, including the original investigators,
Huxley, Tyndall
Montgomery, Lewes, Proctor, Romanes, el id oinne genus. To a
young man who asked him if idealism was not the " very negation
of science," one of the most ingenious and acute thinkers this
" By objective
country has produced Chauncey Wright wrote
science, I understand the science of the objects of knowledge as
contradistinguished from the processes and faculties of knowingDoes idealism deny that there are such objects? Is not the doc-

conceive

No

it

prior experience of

—

—

—

:

trine a definition of the nature of the objects rather than a denial

There

of their existence?

is

nothing

in positive science,

or the

phenomena and their laws, which idealism conflicts with.
Astronomy is just as real a science, as true an account of phenomena and their laws,- -if phenomena are only mental states, as
on the other theory." B. F. Underwood. (Reprinted from The
study of

—

Index of February 25th, 18S6, by request.)

DIFFUSION OF INDUSTRIES.
BY

The enactment
ened

in

F. B.

TAYLOR.

of the Inter-State

much

have heretofore enjoyed.

which events is probable) it must exert some force
nothing more, toward spreading out industries.
A different cause has acted even more powerfully in industrial
centers toward the same result. The protracted and unprecedented labor troubles of the past two years have created a general

(neither of
indirect

if

sentiment there

in favor of separating laborers as

Nor

sentiment alone the result

is

many

Some

case.

large

This idea

is

quite as

of the employed as to the employers.

I have
mechanics who had
actually fled from cities to escape the tyranny of labor unions,
leaving family and all behind, in search of work in a place too
small and remote for the organization to reach. They prefer
lower wages and greater freedom.

met

frequently

The

in

the country

intelligent

idea of the diffusion of industries

prominence from opposite

momentary

thus brought into
an accidental and
subside into the current that has

directions.

elevation, destined to

Is

is

it

manufacturing and commerce to the cities; or does it
indicate a permanent stoppage or reversal of that flow?
It seems to be a law of progress in any art or invention that

carried

it

all

moves away from nature; but that either in its greatest permost nearly to the natural type. In natural methods

first

fection returns

of transportation cost varies as distance modified by few and constant natural conditions.

The

natural order was to limit trans-

The spontaneous form of manuwas handicraft. The shop in the hamlet or by the
roadside was the original of our present mammoth factory.
Goods were consumed, if not by the identical persons who
wrought them, at least in the immediate neighborhood of their
portation to the lowest point.
facture

It is

When

whole
argued by the

the artificial took the place of the natural in industry

was reversed, both

as to production and transportationDistance as a factor in freight charges was almost annihilated bv

this order

the railroads, and in innumerable instances actually changed from

advantage belonging to proximity of producer and consumer.
This belief has gone beyond mere words. It has found expression

began, by absorbing the

work

of industrial centralization so thoroughly completed by a

system managed on principles

transportation

It

seems

to

me

that the

that degree of perfection
practical effect of the new-

the

reverse

of

natural.

both private and public movements for the

establishment of

The multiplication of machinery has
human element from manufacture. It
many shops into the few factories, the

minus quantity.

well-nigh eliminated the

new manufacturies.
Whatever may be the ultimate
law, it is now undoubtedly expected

this

surrounded by new and healthier influences.
acceptable to

a plus to a

localities in

in

movement. They have become disheartened by the difficulties of
managing their hands as regiments in the great organized array
of laborers quartered in large cities, and propose dividing them
into comparative^' small squads separated by long distances and

enable the small manufacturer to compete with the large, by
giving him the trade adjacent to his little factory. The Long and
Short Haul Clause is expected to restore something of the natural

many

as po^i-

employers have actually commenced the work of establishing
branches of their industries in the smaller towns and cities with
a view to ultimately reducing the parent plant to more wieldv
proportions; and many others are seriously considering a similar

local press that the abolition of discrimination in freight rates will

in

much

and removing them as far as convenient from the disturbing
influence of extreme social agitators so abundant in large cities.

ble,

has awak-

larger proportion of manufacturing and

sale trade than they

S6«

manufacture.

Commerce Law

the smaller towns, at least in the West, the hope of

securing a

COURT.

natural type.

Cheap and

modern industrial system has reached
it must return more nearly
to the

when

rapid loading, unloading, stopping, start-

and in a measure
sections, and especially as

ing and switching constitute a higher order of railroad operation

between city and country. And this very expectation will tend
to produce the desired result.
Like the stability of a currency
the movement of business is much a matter of confidence; and

machinery and management that enable comparatively few- men
and small capital to produce goods as cheaply as larger numbers
and greater investments are the latest development of manufact-

individual confidence

ure.

it

is

to diffuse

equalize industries as between different

is largely a result of public sentiment.
I'
be generally believed that the making and selling of goods may
be as profitably carried on in a town or small city as in the great

business center, factories and wholesale houses will speedily be

and once established their patronage of the
and demands upon it will tend to the supremacy of the
idea under which they come into existence.
Unless the Inter-

established there;
railroad

state

Commerce Law

shall be repealed or nullified in

practice

than long-distance hauling of unbroken bulk and trains.

Progress

is

in

the direction of simplicity.

for equality of localities in

The

Public feeling

industrial opportunities so tar as

artificial agencies.
If I mistake not, an
democracy is arising whose mission it shall be to successfully combat the centralization of work and wealth in a fewgreat cities. The people having taken the first and most difficult
step toward the regulation of commerce, will not move backward

these are controlled by
industrial

or stand

still.

Having elevated the question of the equal indus-
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of localities to the plane of public policy, they will
continue to discuss it intelligently and act upon it patriotically.
Once freed from the entanglements of private speculation, no
proposition is more readily susceptible of proof than that all
legislation on economic subjects should be directed toward the
diffusion of industries as evenly as may be over the entire countrial rights

It is self-evident that

try.

the nearer different classes of producers,

can be brought together, the
cheaper they can supply each other's wants. Transportation is
purely an expense item, and should be held down to the lowest
<?ach of

ligure.

which

is

consumer

consequently dealing harder blows, which the

irate

Church returns

but with the feeble force of a retreating adversary.

danger

is lest

The only

the victorious republicans follow up their successes

much impetuosity and lay themselves open to a sudden
Their foe is wily. The moderate republicans perceive
this peril and are ever striving to restrain their more impatient
with too

attack.

on the Extreme Left.
M. Edmond de Pressense, Protestant clergyman and French

allies

for all,

Uncontrolled, the policy of modern transportation com-

Senator, has just printed in the Revue Blcuc a very able article
where he points out the course that the Center should follow in
We could not have a
this encounter with the church militant.

They have employed

better guide in our examination of this important phase of this

panies has been the exact opposite of

this.

much

of their energy hauling coals to New Castle, in order to
haul them back again at double cost to the consumer and profit to

" irrepressible conflict."

themselves.

who would cut down the ecclesiastic appropriations
each year when the budget comes up for discussion. Nothing so
irritates a man as tampering with his money matters; and in this
particular the clergy do not differ from more mundane mortals.
Many a priest who would otherwise have remained neutral, at
least, has taken up arms against the Republic because the Chamber of Deputies has lessened his modest stipend. Why make a
bitter enemy of a poor country cure in order that the State may

It

Union

is

perhaps not well enough understood

that the

enormous

industrial centers

with such marvelous rapidity

in

the

West

in all parts

of the

which have sprung up

are the children of

rail-

To one who

has stood during the last dozen
years in the center of a circle whose circumference passes through

road favoritism.

Omaha and Kansas City, and watched
westward way, with the course of empire,
from the fertile fields of Illinois and Iowa, there comes a realizing
sense of the effects of discrimination in freight rates. The main
Chicago, Minneapolis,

prosperity

take

its

force of railroads has been exerted centripetally, carrying in to the

favored centers the wealth and work of the whole land.
Government has laid its hand upon the throttle lever of this

mighty discrimination engine. Suppose it should put out another
Would not the wealth, the business,
hand and reverse its action
the population be carried back to the towns and rural districts?
Railroads under uncontrolled corporate management have been
used to build great cities and favor localities. Could they not
under governmental regulation be made to undo in a degree their
!

own

work, and establish industrial republicanism instead of arisIf discrimination in favor of particular points and of

tocracy?

the long haul has created a few abnormal trade centers, would not
exact justice between localities and pro rata rates for all distances
build up a multitude of small ones? Such a readjustment of

would not greatly decrease the aggregate of
transportation, because it would greatly increase the volume of
local traffic.
It would simply stop the waste of double transportation, and a fair division of the saving with the consumer would
compensate the roads for their loss. They would certainly be
industrial conditions

willing to do less

work

for the

same net

profit.

There is no probability of less disturbance in labor districts,
There will always be the same motive as now on that account for
the breaking up of overgrown factories into smaller, and scattering them throughout the land. There will be no loss of power
by the division of factories. The advantages of large factories have
not been in manufacture proper, but in transportation favoritism,
They are commercial, not mechanical. Most

direct or indirect.

of them will disappear with the coming revolution in transportation.
The legitimate advantages in buying and selling which are
left to large institutions will be more than offset by the cheaper
sustenence, the greater contentment and thrift of the workers in
small factories.

CORRESPONDENCE.
CATHOLICISM AND DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE.
To

M. de

Pressense'

combats the policy of M. Cldmenceau and

his followers,

the Editor;.:

Paris, October.

Ever since the French Revolution there has been a deadly
struggle going on in this country between Church and State, and
never was the battle fiercer than at the present moment. Every
year the Republic is becoming more solidly established and is

save a hundred francs or so? M. de Pressense asks very sensibly.
The republicans are treading on not less delicate ground when
they touch the question of the catechism in the public schools.
That the number of reactionary deputies was doubled at the

autumnal elections of 1S85 was mainly due to the new republican
Education Bill, which excludes religious instruction from the
primary schools. M. de Pressense would have preferred the Belgian system, where the catechism is taught in the schoolroom,
but after the regular hours and on the special request of the
parents of each child.

M. de Pressense

also regrets that the

new

law substituted for religious instruction a secular system of morals.
He declares with good reason that the State should teach in its
schools general morality but not a fixed and precise system, as is
now the case, expounded in regular text-books and at regular
hours. This placing "civic morality" on the same plane with

geography and arithmetic is very French but not very practical
not apt to meet with unanimous favor in a nation where Catholics, Protestants and Jews enjoy equal rights and cling with

—

peculiar persistency to their respective creeds.

A serious evil has sprung from this "new departure" in
schoolroom morals an evil that might have been forseen, espeExtreme freethinkers in their
cially in the France of to-day.
efforts to drive the Catholic religion from the primary schools
have set up a silly religion of their own. In their attack on big
French publishers
otry they have become bigots themselves.

—

have been doing a driving business of late years in printing textbooks on " civic morality," and several individuals have become
famous, and even notorious, in this department of authorship.
The late Paul Bert never wrote a book that occasioned so much

comment

volume of civic morality intended for use
if M. Gabriel Compayre, the rising
and talented deputy, becomes Minister of Public Instruction, as
he very probably will in a few years, his elevation will be due in
no small measure to the commotion created by a volume somewhat similar to that of Paul Bert.
Another curious feature of this " laicisation " of the French
schools is the attempt by some of the radical municipalities to
introduce expurgated editions of the French classics. There are
foolish freethinking writers of school-books who have taken up
La Fontaine and other authors on which young minds are fed,
and gone carefully over the text, suppressing the word "God"
and all other expressions of a religious or spiritual nature. But
These Parisian anti-Christs have not
this is not the worst of it.
only expunged but interpolated, so that quotations familiar to
in the

as his

little

primary schools, and

:
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in a way that must grate
most tire-eating freethinkers. The Church,
of course, makes the most of this puerile proceeding, and that
M.de Pressense and his friends should be ashamed of their republican brothers is quite pardonable under the circumstances.
There is growing reason to fear that the republicans may arm
the Church with another weapon. In the new Armv Bill which
has already passed the Chamber and will come up before the Senate this autumn, is a clause requiring theological students to serve
Think
in the army just like all the other young men of France.
of a future priest being forced into the unholy precincts of a miliIf this clause should be concurred in by the Sentary barracks!
ate and become law, the republican party will have given the
Church another ground for complaint. But M. de Pressense

generations of Frenchmen are changed

on

the ear of even the

Senate

<loes not think that the
in this impolitic course,

he

is

an influential

and

member

the French Republic,

let

Chamber

will follow the lead of the

Upper House.

As

friends of

us hope that Senator de Pressense" s

"How

without sacrificing any of
answer is, by having recourse
once more to the grand and immortal principle of the Revolution,
the secularization of the State, which idea should be kept clearly
before the nation's mind, and applied honestly and magnani
mously. The best manner in which to bring about in the future
the complete triumph of this principle is to respect it to-day. In
any case, the consolidation of the Third Republic depends upon
our observing this rule of conduct."
the progress already

Such

And what
racy,

are the difficulties of the present situation in France.

outcome? Will the Church accept democPope and King Humbert, will the Vatican
come to an accommodation with the Quirinal will
is

to

to be the

—

Church and
It is

My

like the

or,

refuse

to these conflicts

made?

in

arms but will surely cling to its principles, and will begin
France what its allies are doing in America. It will
accept the inevitable. It will become republican.
But it will not
cease to cling to the old tenets. It will do more it will strive to
get possession of the Republic and, in the end, will once more
control the destinies of France. This is what Catholicism is aiming at in the United States, and this is what it will endeavor to
accomplish in France when the Church finally goes over to
democracy.
thf.odorf. stanton.

—

ECONOMIC THEOLOGY, HENRY GEORGE AND THE
SCHOOL GIRL.
To

the Editors

Our

truly loyal knight

was

dragon landlordrv the

killing the

when

other day at the Packard Institute, N. Y.,
that

land was God-given for the benefit of

all

to his

all

assertion

mankind; one

who did not fancy, I suppose, so many gardeners in
her garden, objected that the Dutch, without being quite divine,
had made the mud cake called Holland, and asked " if after fight-

of the girls

Pressense closes his article with these words:

can we put a period

its

do

to

his opinion should carry weight, for

of the

opinion will prove to be correct.

M.de

down

567

State remain implacable enemies to the end?

not very difficult to answer this question.

The

Catholic

Church never "bites its own nose off." It will fight as long as
there is a shadow of a hope of victory, and then will shake hands
with the enemy, seemingly bury the hatchet, and begin to try and

means what it could not secure
There are signs here in France that lead one
the near future French ultramontanism may

ing out the Ocean and the Spaniard, they could not show an
"
exclusive title of creative labor to their soil?
"

Yes,

my

brave

and Dutch

girl,

dirt is

case with the rest for the clod-hopper, only a

much
little

in

the

more

same
so.

I

my

mountain farm out of the frog pond, but there
isn't a foot of it in culture, that I have not made over several
times, taking out Nature and putting in Art, grubbing roots and
killing weeds, and seasoning with manures.
Then the ditching,
and the terracing, the fencing to keep beasts out, and the houses
to keep people in."
Labor, with the observing eye and judgment, makes about all
there is to rent about land. Of sites, there is to pick and choose,
but why should good judgment be taxed any more than labor?
Some creative geniuses, however, are not content with making
soil fit for crops; they make a God first, then they make him make
the land and give it away to everybody except anybody in particular.
Is not this good bait to catch tax payers?
Henry
didn't fish

God

— homeopathically.

He made

obtain by peaceful and insidious

George's

by open warfare.

the land except Holland, and a few plantations back of the Mis-

to believe that in

make

this

new

Pope and his anti-repubBut the moderate Catholics, both laymen and
ecclesiastics, within the Church are doing even more.
The significant article of M. de Vogue in the Revue des Deux Mondes for
lune 15 shows that many of the more thoughtful of the faithful
are growing weary of this Achilles-under-his-tent policy, and are
beginning to advocate the accepting of things as they are. M. de
Vogue even predicts that an American will some day sit in the
chair of St. Peter, and he boldly declares that he should be pleased
to see European Catholicism Americanized.
Then, certain
French Bishops have also given out that if they "could" they
would come over to the Republic. And lastly, the two wings of
the republican party are of course doing what they can to educate
public sentiment in this same direction. The Radicals, Ingersolllike, are laughing the Church down, while the Moderates are
bringing over the timid while quietly clipping the wings of the
priesthood by means of restrictive laws added to the statute-books
souls can be saved without clinging to the
lican hierarchy.

every year.
it

is

safe to say that the Gallican

movement, the

liberal

Catholics and the republicans will eventually force ultramontanism to the wall. But don't jump to the conclusion that then

and there the Church

will

surrender.

Far from

it.

It

may

lay-

all

levees and sich, and gave

it all to everybody that was
and landlords stole it. Now
he wakes up and calls to his faithful servant George: Gird up thy
loins with a majority vote, take up thy tax and rout them land-

sissippi

nobody, and then he went

tack.

Pere Hyacinthe and hisGallican idea are doing a little something to help on this change by showing good Catholics that their

So

hates landlords

to sleep

lords.

Why

"

" Well,

want him

don't Mr. O'Brien

you

see,

to help the Irish tenants?"

they are so ignorant, they can't see the beauty

of paying their rent to a national tax collector instead of to a
private landlord."

But why must they pay anybody,

"

body

for

what God gave every-

"
?

"

Because everybody that happens

according to the way they
right to

make everybody

make

government

a

in

fix

pay.

be in

to

the

majority,

the ballot boxes, has the God-given

Only

to get

payment, they must

the image of God, and a sheriff in the

image of government. When the sheriff is paid, government
and God comes into his own again by the interest on the
land that he loaned. That is God's way of giving. The land
being common, is the property of government. It is taxed, and
labor pays for, as well as by all the good work done upon it
Otherwise there would remain a margin for sub-letting, and it is
necessary above all things, to starve out the landlords.
1 herefore 'land must be taxed up to its full value,' skimming all the
cream of profit down to the whey of the poorest land in use,' or
that will keep a man and mule in harness.
So when government
is landlord all the others have to be tenants
all except the officereceives,

'

—

"
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some pet railroad piceuvres* that
Those impious Irish tenants claim that the

holders and the bondholders, and
are a

little

of both.

difference of the farms they
is

till,

above the

'

poorest land in use,'

They

the labor their forefathers have put in them.

in

don't

humanity which is
government, the image and minister of God. They only see
understand that the dead are alive
that they will

still

Yes, but

nation.

in that

be paying rent, after the land
'

restored to the

is

not on the improvements,' saith the Lord by

of his prophet.
You may evict a thousand tenant
and then hire a hundred single men to cultivate with
steam or dynamo-machinery, untaxed, making full as big a crop
as the thousand with their mules, and pocket the difference in
costs, because improvements and labor are sacred from taxation*
With such profits by the labors of your hirelings, you may buy
ships and freight them with foreign silks and wines; not a cent o'
tax on these; trade is free, the land alone bears every burden,
Or you may put your profits out at interest and enjoy the leisures
of a millionaire, with a good conscience, knowing that 'wages

the

mouth

with

interest.'

" But how about my barn, my log cabin, my fences, and my
work within the womb of the soil? I cannot sell or rent them
apart from the land, and without them the land is worth nothing.
Will the tax assessor take my estimate of their costs and deduct
it from what I owe to government?"
" Try him.
There is room here for a good deal of algebra

and aimiabilitv.

Remember

that the tax assessor

the only true and universal landlord,
pitiate

whom

is

the pious

a priest o'

may

pro-

with pie crust."

But we often read of ground lots selling at hundreds of dollars
There must be some way then of getting at their value
apart from the buildings?"
"Yes, this is the easier in cities where any kind of labor may
be hired at any time and to any amount, for putting up improvements, and the demands for room in eligible sites are strong and
many. Site, in cities, is a far more important factor of land
values than in the country, and the unearned increment is much
This may afford then a
larger in proportion to the whole value.
plausible basis for municipal taxation, which is a very different
affair from taxes by the general government on agricultural land
the foot.

'

'

Such as lies contiguous to cities, shares this facility of appraisement more or less, and in a secondary degree, lands contiguous to
railroads or navigable waters.

owes

its

The bulk

of soil under culture

value more to the improvements by

its

less to the influence of civic aggregation.

IS

To

occupant, and

Edgeworth.

WOMAN WOMAN'S WORST ENEMY?

the Editors:

interesting,

discussion

not.

The statement

in

question taken as a psychological fact

—

—

of narrowness, of bigotry, of
the treatment of her sisters

can sheevienas per

—

This name, more picturesque than octopus, and which Hugo lias found
tor the sea monster in his Tra-.ailLitrs <*V la Afer, fitly expresses the chain of
alternate sections, which the policy of our government, in creating corporate
landed monopolies, has granted to so many railroads, regardless even of their
fulfilment of contracts, and which combined with freight charges, as in California, reduce the whole farming population to serfdom, squeezing the country
.is within the coils of a boa constrictor or a piccuvre.

How

then

—

—

the obvious reason that

Her
offend

on

—

she does know.

!

only a half-truth, and like

other half-truths, misleads rather

uncharitableness as evinced in

whom

to those loftier heights of judicial dignity

men

are the victims of those follies.

idleness, her selfishness, her duplicity
his

in

small matters

Her love of dress, her extravagance
Her high hats obstruct his view at the

moral sense.

prey upon his purse.

all

all

and
honor which overlook the nations which she does not know
It will serve our present purpose to consider
the offenses
against society under two heads.
First, those that effect all
classes equally, and secondly, those that bear upon different
classes unequally.
Of the first class theft and homic de are conspicuous examples. They are, for the mo6t part, single-handed
attacks upon the life and property of the individual, the most
directly subversive of the purposes for which governments are
instituted, and for this reason the simplest and most easily dealt
with.
Inasmuch as women thieves and women murderers have
always been disposed of under a strictly masculine regime, it
goes without saying that these are not the offenses which come
under the special censorship of her own sex. It is the second
class of offenses
those that bear heavily upon one class and
lightly upon the other
that elicit condemnation trom one part
of the community and evoke sympathy from another part, which
constitute the chief problem of modern jurisprudence and furnish
food for the moralist, since the cry of protest against any particular evil is sure to emanate from that class who, either in
reality or imagination, suffer from its existence, obviously the
offenses which all women most heartily condemn will be those
from which they suffer the deepest injury.
As a rule, the
vices of one sex militate against the power and happiness of the
other.
This is especially the case with the minor ones. From
time immemorial in the absence of more exigent matter, woman's
follies have been the favorite theme of both pulpit and press, for

opera.

from what it omits or suppresses than from what it actually
prefers.
Supplying the omission, it should read thus: "Other
things being equal, women are less generous to the faults of their
own sex than men are; vice versa, men are less generous to the
faults of their sex than women are;" all of which is only another
way of saying that the law of repulsion between similars, and of
attraction between dissimilars, or as science calls it, the law of
opposites, which prevails throughout nature
animate and inmate obtains also among human beings. But in the complicated
conditions of society where things are never equal, but exceed-

more

convey no reproach if none were
intended.
But the sting of it that which brings the hot blood
of indignation to the cheek of every honorable woman whenever
and wherever she hears it uttered is the underlying imputation
or less imperfectly put, need

The statement that women are severer upon the faults of their
own sex than men are, is all very well as far as it goes. But it is

*

the

of

—

families,

rise

would be

and perhaps instructive, to show that
on vital
questions of
the hour,
is vitiated and so made comparatively worthless bv the subtle
influence of this all-prevading law that men and women equallv
sincere and equally earnest in the pursuit of the truth are kept
apart solely by their different points of observation of the same
fact.
But an adequate treatment would transcend the limits of
the present paper, even if it were entirely relevant, which it is
It

much

Her

lack of housekeeping qualities, her neglect of her

children imperil the comfort and happiness of his family, and so
indefinitely.

women

readily

intoxicants, the

room
There

The masculine vices which disturb the peace of
come to mind. The inordinate use of tobacco,
spendthrift habits of the gaming table and the

some of them.
one crime and only one in the entire catalogue of
sins, grave or otherwise, with which women are chargeable that
I
is responsible for the attitude of women towards her own sex.

club

are
is

need hardly say

woman

is

it

the foe of

is

all

the crime of unchastity.

womanhood.

The unchaste

Her shadow on

old sends a chill of terror to the heart of every

the thresh-

true wife and

mother for the safety of her most cherished idols, namely, the
honor of husband and sons. The sisterly sympathy which the
spectacle of human degradation under other circumstances might
The unfairness
elicit is choked out by this all-absorbing terror.
of selecting this as the type of the relation which exists between
woman and woman is the more manifest when, as before stated,
it can be shown under similar circumstances men act in just the

:
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inglv unequal, where the intelligence and the reason largely
dominate the animal instincts, where a great variety of controlling influences are continually disturbing the normal relations of
men and women in society, this law of the sexes is of little
practical interest, save as accounting for some seemingly anomalous phases of human character.
same way. For example; the smooth Benedict, who with evil
intent invades the domestic fireside where wife and daughters
reign supreme, meets with no gentle reception from husband,
father or brother.
His presence is the signal for such an outbreak of passion as out-Herods all the animosities between men.
And yet man is not the enemy of man, but his best and truest
friend, as

woman

is

of

mental cause of what is false and injurious.
It is the a«itator,
who, though "nothing more than a unit," gives the impetus to
effective organization, which,
full

aim of the

There is an abundance of testimony, if testimony were still
wanting, to prove that women are not the enemies, but the

agitator, secures

though it may not accomplish the
an advance in the desired direction.

Progress ever requires pioneers in advance, who shall disturb
the equanimity of those who, having once settled on a frontier,
deem further advance unnecessary and a reflection upon their

own

In the realm of thought this

position.

and we

find that those

who have made

is

made

apparent,

an advance are disposed

any insinuation that there are desirable fields beyond
mental habitation. One of the oldest liberal agitators in

to resent

their

America

states that his fiercest opposition has

who were

woman.
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nearest to

him

in opinion, but a

Self-conceit resents the imputation that one

come from

those

behind him.
has made great

little

who

natural

guardians of

progress at heavy cost has not reached the ultimate goal. Thus
we often find the severest attacks upon agnostics proceeding from

recently

all

broad church ministers.

their more unfortunate sisters.
Until
our public institutions, both penal and curative, were

under the sole administration of men. The harsh measures then
often employed to impose restraint and secure order appealed to
the humane sentiments of enlightened men and women all over
the land. Legislatures were importuned where legislation was
necessary, and now we have in nearly, if not quite all, the institutions of our country, women installed as associate superintendents
wherever women are among the inmates. Even in this city,
while I now write, a matron has been appointed for our police
station; steps not likely to be taken if there were the slightest
apprehensions in the public mind that women could not be
entrusted to the tender mercies of her

Every

woman

is

to

own

So

jury of one's
institutions,

in

whom

own weakness

she

as well as

man to man. Hence, the right of trial by a
own peers, at once the pride and bulwark of free
is

—a

right that

government under the

what

calls itself the freest

light of the

sun

still

and

fairest

denies to one-half

its

citizens.

Woman's greatest wrong is her anomalous position in a
country of the people, for the people and by the people. Her
worst enemies are those children of ignorance whose faces are
always set to the past; who dread nothing so much as a change
from what has been; into whose dull lives an idea seldom comes,
when some time-worn error which, like a worm-eaten pillar,
they fondly imagine supports the sky topples in ruins at their feet.
Rochester, N. Y.
II. B. Clark.

save

the Editors:

This

title is

suggested by an article in the

The

Open Court

is

possible and desirable.

liberal religious

England

Unitarianism and
"orthodoxy" was the result.

and authority

of

of the

Bible.

"

Parkerism" and Western

effort.

Another

step begins to

the abolition of the worship of

It calls for

of

the in-

God.

Will the

Free Religious Association rest content with the progress to this
it change its name to one in accord with the idea ot
a progressive association and espouse the radical cry that the
worship of God shall be changed into the service of Man?
Many are convinced that attention to God involves
point, or will

neglect of man
that immorality is fostered by satisfying the
conscience with the worship of God; that the God idea is the
foundation of tyranny. "God's word" teaches fear God, honor
the king, respect the priest, obey masters, obey husbands.
King,
;

master and husband oppress humanity in the name of God;
and man will never be truly free till he is free from God. The
admission that there is a superior being, to whom man owes

priest,

personification,

is

made
its

the supreme concern, then the next imwill

The

have been won.

method

is

agitation will

the true road to success.

Robert

THE "MISCONCEPTION OF

C.

Adams.

IDEALISM.''

Christianity and a disposition

Even if this were the case it
would supply no warrant for the implication "Failure of the
Radical Method," as any cessation of activity on the part of the

—

—

fairly

modification

The next advance was upon

the legitimate sequence to the preceding steps.

is

erend writer comforts himself with the reflection that the condition
of the Free Religious Association implies an abandonment of

may

establishment of New-

far-reaching

It

claims.

be unpopular, but

Association

America began with an

its

which were well replied

to affiliate with organized religion.

in

The

press

pending radical victory

some parts of
the issue of August iSth. The Rev-

aggressive effort against orthodox

a

Unitarianism have vindicated the

July 7th, headed, "Failure of the Radical Method,"
to in

movement

attack upon the divinity of Jesus.

allegiance furnishes an excuse for the tyranny of those who claim
to be his vicegerents.
When God is dethroned and the good of
man, of which, after all, God has only been intended to be the

SUCCESS TO THE RADICAL METHOD.
To

The answer depends upon whether

stimulate a further advance?

an advance

spiration

everv other a second self

sees, as in a mirror, the reflection of her

strength.

kind.

it is true that the need for the special effort of the F. R. A.
chosen sphere has ceased to be urgent, the question arises
should it rest in affiliation with the organized religion that has
approached so nearly to its outposts, or should it move on and

If

in its

be attributed to the success of the liberal

movement in which it has been a factor, and which has now become so broad and far-reaching that the wilderness in which the
voice sounded is now blossoming with the roses of Rationalism.
One indication of this is the fact that one who prefixes the title
Reverend to his name can write so much in accord with the
So many are doing the work, of which
the Free Religious Association was a pioneer, that its distinct
existence does not appear to be necessary to insure progress. But
this progress, and all progress, is due to the radical method of
views of the Association.

going to the root of evils and thoroughly exposing the funda-

To

tin-

Editors:

Does not the
idealism, as into

ceive that

for

all

eternal

antinomy enter

into the question ol

ultimate questions of metaphysics?

most of us the matter stands

Coleridge {Biografhia Literaria p. 95, Bohn
" I began then to ask myself what proof

Of this

existence of anything?

thing in

itself,

perception.

I

as

it

I

con-

with

did

ed.):
I

had of the outward

sheet of paper, for instance, as a

separate from the

phenomenon

or

image

in

my

saw, that in the nature of things, such proof

impossible; and that of

all

modes of being

is

that are not objects of

is assured by a logical necessity, arising
from the constitution of the mind itself, by the absence of all
motive to doubt it, not from an absolute contradiction in the sup-

the senses, the existence

position of the contrary."

F.

I.

Carpenter.
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BOOK REVIEWS.

are as surprising as they are unique.

The Making of the Great West. By Sentinel Adams
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1SS7; pp. 339.
For sale by A. C. Mc Clurg & Co., Chicago.
$1.75.
This

volume of a

the second

is

author hopes

" will present

series of three,

something

Drake.
Price

which the

like a national portrait of

American people." The first volume being entitled "The
Making of New England," the third proposes to treat of the history of the central portion of the Union. The present volume
the

time from 1512 to I8S3 and is grouped into three periods
"Three Rival Civilizations," the Spanish,
French and English, showing the part each of these Nations took
" Birth of the American
in "The Making of the Great West."

extends

in

respectively, entitled

Idea,"

and "Gold

in California,

about 150 illustrations

among them

and What

the book,

in

Queen

are portraits of

Led to," There are
which are maps, and

it

14 of

Isabella of Spain,

De

Soto,

Louis XIV. of France, Queen Elizabeth of England, Bienville,
Champlain, Stephen A. Douglas, John Brown, Sam Houston,
Chevalier De La Salle and others. This historical series is intended to meet the need for brief, compact, and handy manuals
of the beginning of this country, and the volume before us is
of special interest to the people of the great West.

An

White Cockades.

Incident of the " Forty Five." By
New York Charles Scribner's

Ed-ward Irenteus Stevenson.

:

This stirringly told story deals with the fortunes of Prince
Charles "The Pretender" in a possible adventure in the Scottish
Highlands, while in hiding after the disastrous battle of Culloden

one of daring bravery, hair-breadth escape
and youthful loyalty, and though, unlike most tales of the kind,
there is no kind of love-making from begining to end, yet it holds
the reader's attention closely by its thrilling situations, cleverly
described from the opening pages.

The

in 1746.

story

in these sentences:

Franklin

St.,

18S7; pp. 286.

the will of the brain with a will of the

many new questions of social and
which have been forced upon the modern
mind by scientific discovery and economical progress. They do
not attempt to offer a panacea for the many evils of social life,
but simply to describe and discuss some of the causes of social
They are hopeful, positive and
unrest and religious disintegration
relate to the

Among the most interesting of the fifteen chapters
mostly sermons and essays by a Unitarian Clergyman, we count
"Heredity and Education,"
those entitled "Free Thought,"
"Heredity and Tradition in Morals," "The Natural Meaning of
the Word Ought,' " " Questions and a Correspondence," and

constructive.

'

the two concluding chapters on the origin of Unltarianism in
Salem, Mass. The author's standpoint is outlined in the following

"The

writings of

Darwin and Spencer

have had great influence in shaping the thought of this generation,
they have been invaluable, but they have settled nothing, they
have however given direction to progress, and helping many who,
like the writer, do not accept their ethical conclusions."

"The

St.,

is

God?

Chicago

:

By H. B.

Philbrook, Editor Pro-

Philbrook

&

Dean, 82 Dearborn
1

pp. 480.

most original book that has appeared in a long
apparently "calls no man Master," in his
methods of reasoning; and his so-called "scientific" deductions
This

time.

is

quite the

The author

fact in

is

connection

the prevention ot

Almighty

that

is

coming

Popular Science Monthly" for November opens with

paper of the Hon. David A. Wells's series on "The Eco
nomic Distubances since 1S73." In " Agassiz and Evolution,"
Professor Joseph Le Conte gives to Professor Agassiz the credit
the

fifth

of having laid the basis on which the doctrine of evolution has
built, although he himself erected no structure of the kind

upon it. Dr. Theodore Eimer exposes the evil of too exclusive
devotion to minute special researches, which is the growing fault
Professor John S. Newberry
of some of the science of the day.
writes,

concerning the

American Indians."

"

Food and Fiber Plants of the North
and

In a very catholic address on "Science

Revelation," Professor G. G. Stokes, President of the Victoria
Institute

and

of the

Royal Society, vindicates

tors against the too easily

made charge

scientific investiga-

of wishing to discredit

Mr. Garrett P. Serviss describes "The Star-

Autumn." The history, uses, and fashions of "The WeddingRing" are described in a article by D. R. McAnally Professor

of

Atwater has an

article

on "The Chemistry of 'Oyster-Fatten-

Professor Morse's address before the American Associa

"What American

Zoologists have done for Evolution"
Mr. F. A. Fernald gives a review of Geikie's treatise
"On the Teaching of Geography." Mr. H. Brooke Davis makea strong plea for the institution of" A Kitchen College," wheie
housekeeping arts shall be adequately taught and the knowledge
A portrait and biographical sketch are
of them made desirable.
given of Professor Chester S. Lyman, of Yale College. "A
tion
is

on

continued.

Further Advance " of Roman Catholic thought in the direction
In
in which science has led is discussed in the "Editor's Table."
the same department the physiological doctrines taught by the

temperance people are criticized from the scientific point of view.
New York: D. Appleton & Co., Fifty cents a number, $5 a
year.

An enterprising and ambitious piece of work by a provincial
newspaper is the "Quarter-Centennial" issue of the Hampshire
County Journal, published by Charles F. Warner, at Northampton, Mass., for October, 1S87.

It

contains 66 pages, quarto

size, ot

The reading matter

con-

which has even
more than a local interest, though pertaining to Hampshire
Countv matters. Among the photograph pictures of interest, we
find portraits and sketches of A. T. Lilly, donor of the Lilly Hall
of Science to Smith College, Mrs. Elizabeth Powell Bond, Dr.
Earle, of the Northampton Insane Asylum, George W. Cable,
tains a large

blems of Nature.

manner

and passing around the system and out the pores,
and back to the nose again." " In the darkness of night a whisper
is heard, Who gave Man and Animals a chance to sleep by putA portrait oS
ting out a disturbing light at an hour of fatigue? "
the author adorns the first page, and the book is handsomely bound.

reading matter, illustrations and ads.

What and Where

oracular

into the nose,

ing.'"

religious organization

sentence from the preface,

more astonishing

still

is

Social Equilibriums, and Other Problems, Ethical and
Religious.
By George Batchelor. Boston: George H.
These Essays

"A

with the current of a person's organization,

religious doctrines.

Ellis, 141

The grand

forth his startling dicta

been

Price $1.00.

Sons., 1887; pp. 216.

which he gives

on the questions of thcEverything
day, proves conclusively his own faith in their truth.
on this planet he explains in a manner, which a glance through
the book will assure the reader, he is not indebted for to any previous thinker. The first twenty pages of the book give a summary
Mr. Philbrook answers his own query as to
of its "Contents."
" What is God " in the following lucid way, " The commencement
by a Creator was only a current of the affair that performs the
work of Creation, only a mere current of electricity was the origAll that gave this Being existence, and power and in in of God.
telligence, was a current of this all-competent affair." The author's
We give a specimen of both
style is as original as his philosophy.
in

amount of

history and biography,

Miss Harriet B. Rogers, teacher of articulation to deaf mutes, Seth.

